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RETURNING TO GROWTH

BRINGS ITS OWN
CHALLENGES!

Several of the contributors to this edition address Russia’s
unprovoked invasion of Ukraine in February and the terrible
war that has engulfed that country. Henrik Hololei notes
that “The Russian market is going to be closed for a very long
time” and, as I write this, it is hard to see how things will be
resolved. Putin has singlehandedly taken his country into a
war that is having a devastating impact on Ukrainians – and
is also isolating Russia from the international community.
Our thoughts are very much with Ukraine and our Ukrainian
colleagues.
For most of the rest of Europe, 2022 is seeing a rapid recovery
from the effects of COVID. We expect network traffic this
summer to be at around 90% of the 2019 level and, in some
places, that level will be surpassed. As Iacoppo Prissinotti
notes, the focus is very much on minimising the level of
delays. COVID brought out the saying “Build Back Better”;
this summer will be a key indicator of whether that is being
achieved across the EUROCONTROL network, or whether
some have not grasped the opportunity of the break in traffic.
Despite the strong current surge in traffic, the effects of
COVID and of the war in Ukraine will have much longer-term
implications. EUROCONTROL recently published a traffic
forecast looking ahead to 2050, the target date for aviation
achieving NetZero. Although we expect traffic to grow by
44% by 2050 – taking us up to 16 million flights a year (in
2019 there were just over 11 million flights) – our predictions
made before the pandemic anticipated that this level of traffic
would be achieved by around 2040, a full ten years earlier.
This delay, much longer that the length of the COVID crisis,
reflects the significant economic impact and its effect on air
travel. However, 16 million flights a year is still a vast number
– and much more than we can manage at present. Air traffic
management (ATM) has to improve dramatically over the
coming decades, with much more digitisation in order to
increase both capacity and efficiency – while still maintaining
our high levels of safety.
The EUROCONTROL Aviation Outlook 2050 also looked
at net carbon emissions to see whether and how the target
of NetZero might be achieved. The answer is yes, but not
through our skies being full of electric and hydrogen-powered
aircraft. Such aircraft will contribute but the biggest driver
of reduced net emissions will need to be a massive increase

in the production, supply and use of Sustainable Aviation
Fuel (SAF). Even then, some market-based measures (carbon
offset) will also be required.
In view of this, there is a very clear imperative to ensure that
ATM is doing all that it can to make aviation more sustainable,
by reducing the inefficiencies in the system. Aircraft do not
always fly an optimum trajectory and this can be for a number
of reasons, such as avoiding military airspace, airspace
design (such as the use of waypoints), congestion (both enroute and at airports), perverse incentives (route charges
being more expensive in one country than another) and the
unavailability/lack of use of Continuous Climb/Continuous
Descent procedures. On the ground, we also need to reduce
fuel burn though better ways of taxiing and better departure
management.
I am encouraged by the increased availability of Free Route
Airspace across Europe but there are other areas (such as
congestion) where a real improvement can and should be
made in order to address even this summer’s traffic levels,
let alone those forecast for the years to come. ATM needs to
be more agile and responsive – but it also needs to look well
ahead to see how we can overcome the huge challenges on the
horizon that are already clearly visible.
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WHERE ARE WE
IN THE AVIATION
RECOVERY?
There have been two stages
to the aviation recovery in
Europe: before and after
February 24. We are living in a
totally new reality which will
stay with us for a very long
time. At the moment it is not
possible to evaluate all the
effects, especially when the
parameters are still very much
undefined, and things will
probably get worse before they
improve.
Henrik Hololei is DirectorGeneral of the European
Commission’s department
for Mobility and Transport
(DG MOVE).

Before February 24 the aviation sector was emerging from
the effects of the Omicron variant and was meeting the
forecasts of a fast recovery. But now, all predictions are much
more problematic. I still believe that there is a good chance
we are heading for a positive summer season; bookings
have been relatively strong and people are still very keen to
travel, primarily on intra European and Transatlantic routes.
But the impact of the Ukrainian conflict will be particularly
heavy on those network carriers with extensive operations
in Asia. Recovery in this region, because of the stricter Covid
restrictions, has been slower and now that overflying Siberia
is not possible there will be even more challenges for them.
They are, however, strong airlines and I hope they will find a
way to respond to this new reality.
The Russian market is going to be closed for a very long
time and I am pleased to see that our sanctions on aviation
are having a significant impact and destroying the Russian
aviation industry, which is the least we can do to respond to
the unlawful and unprovoked aggression towards Ukraine.

Do you sense there is a new feeling of unity within
Europe?
It’s not just Europe – the way the west and all those who share
the same values have come together has been remarkable.
But of course I deeply regret that it is the aggression against
Ukraine which has brought us together.
But it shows how strong we are if we operate in unity. For
example, the incredible speed in which we agreed sanctions
and policies in support of Ukraine was a positive display of
European cooperation and it has definitely bound us more
closely together.

If we do reach, quite soon, 2018/19 levels of
traffic will we be able to accommodate this level
of demand without the delays and disruptions we
saw in those years?
I wish I could say “yes” and that we have all learned from the
past. I don’t think anybody in the aviation industry would like
to see what happened in 2018 and 2019 happen again: long
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delays, congestion in the air and an inability to provide the
most efficient flight paths.
Now is the time to do the necessary structural changes to
make sure this does not happen again. In a way, it is the perfect
opportunity because capacity pressures are, for the moment,
low. But I am not sure enough has been done and I think
that there is a general understanding we need to do more.
I’m very much encouraged that many new air navigation
service provider (ANSP) chief executive officers who have
been appointed lately have brought in a much more businesslike attitude and really want to bring change at national and
European levels.
For us, the most important objective is to reform the Single
European Sky (SES) to make sure our airspace will be managed
more efficiently, more effectively while reducing carbon (CO2)
emissions – which will give the aviation sector the licence to
grow. More efficient routes can reduce CO2 emissions by up
to 10%. So enabling direct routing – rather than zig-zagging
though different blocks of airspace or, even worse, having
to fly at lower altitudes and burning more fuel – remains the
most effective of the proposed network reforms. This is why
strengthening the network approach is absolutely essential,
so the network is managed in a collaborative way with all
parties acting in the common interest.
The European Sky should be more than a patchwork of
national airspaces; it should be a single entity which consists
of different national airspaces all working together. That will
require a strong, efficient Network Manager and we do all we
can to make them fulfil that role. Digitalisation can also go a
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long way to tackle the inflexibility we see today and offer better
service quality. That is why the Single European Sky reform
also aims to build a true European market for data services
that will in turn support ANSPs and increase efficiency.

Is there a contradiction between improving airline
connectivity and reaching the goals of zero CO2
emissions?
I think we must do both and I think it is very important that
aviation continues to take its responsibility seriously for
sustainability, reducing emissions and offering the most
environmentally friendly flights to customers. Sustainability
is the licence to grow and without that the industry will
simply not get the necessary societal acceptance. It is a
challenging task and there is no magic wand, no one solution
but a combination of different solutions, the so-called “basket
of measures”: the development of SES, more efficient flying,
market-based measures (such as the Carbon Offsetting and
Reduction Scheme for International Aviation or CORSIA)
– and more modern and fuel-efficient engines and aircraft
designs. But the single most important measure will be the
deployment of sustainable aviation fuels by 2050, which
will bring about the reduction of two-thirds of all aviation
emissions.
The next years are crucial to ensure we get production up
and running. We are now putting a lot of pressure on fuel
producers together with the uptake obligation for airlines.
Industry and regulators recognise we need to deliver on
sustainable aviation fuels if we are going to make a significant
difference on environmental performance.
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There are a number of related issues that need to be discussed
– we need to make sure that we maintain a level playing field
in terms of third countries, for example. But I think these are
good discussions to have and through these the best solutions
will be achieved.

How do you persuade ANSPs to become more
digitally orientated and integrated?
I’ve visited a number of ANSPs and I’ve always been impressed
by their focus on digital solutions and their work to find ways
to be more efficient. This is not going to be a cheap exercise
but it will allow us to reap the benefits in the medium and
long term.
The SES performance and charging scheme is a very important
component in the wider framework to make sure that the
ANSPs adopt state-of-the-art technologies, including the
modern ATM systems enabling SESAR functionalities. And
the scheme itself helps to complement the SESAR programme
and I’m very happy to see that SESAR 3 has been launched.
When Member States adopt performance plans they need to
demonstrate their investments in technology are compatible
with SESAR solutions, bringing true benefits to airspace users.
In certain cases the rules allow ANSPs to recover initial costs
for restructuring where the transition to new technology
promises true cost reductions. In future, ATM data services
and operational awareness will both improve. There will be
new ATM efficiencies through effective cross-border sharing
of operational data; today we are not realising the entire
benefits from the added value of cross-border cooperation.
The performance scheme already enables the recovery of
operational costs for ANSPs who are willing to pioneer such
solutions or seek cross-border synergies by outsourcing
services.
The SESAR programme, faster deployment of new
technologies and better cooperation will help to make a
difference. We can use the performance scheme for this and
better cooperation will help alongside a strong role for the
Network Manager and Deployment Manager.

How do we ensure ANSPs can properly finance
long-term programmes while being able to flexibly
adjust to the needs of the market?
There’s always room for improvement and we should look at
ways to improve the existing system.
Development and operation of ATM infrastructure is
principally funded by the users of the system and that is
not unique when it comes to funding monopoly transport
infrastructure. I don’t think there is going to be a radical
change to this.
It is important that when we face the challenges of volatility
in demand for ATM services that our framework provides the
necessary flexibility to respond.

“Our most important
objective is to reform the
Single European Sky to make
sure our airspace will be
managed more efficiently”
SES reform will require the introduction of new capabilities
for scalability, up and down. During the Covid pandemic we
saw that with the dramatic drop in traffic we had a problem of
being able to scale down – in the same way we had the problem
of scaling up in the previous years to meet the demand.
The general legal framework within the European Union
provides us with a number of options – for example, Member
States can bring relief to user charges in several ways through
funding, grants and equity capital injections. Almost all
European ANSPs are State owned. Member States can also
reduce or renounce their capital investments in ANSPs and
can reduce costs by not charging for airspace user fees. These
are the options already available. We are open to continue
discussing the advantages and disadvantages of alternative
funding structures. These discussions should not only focus
on the narrow interests of airspace users but also on how
alternatives can make sure that our critical ATM infrastructure
continues to receive sufficient funds in a way that is scalable
and adapts to changing market conditions.
But safety must be at the centre of everything we do and there
must be no compromises on this. We need to understand
that the world around us is very volatile and we are facing
new challenges. I don’t think there is going to be a need for a
fundamental overhaul but rather ensure that the system and
the framework we have is fit for purpose.
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Another new challenge is adapting airspace management
operational and regulatory frameworks to new airspace
users, such as drones, air taxis and space tourist vehicles.
It’s great to have new challenges. We are facing a big change
in aviation in defining airspace management in much wider
terms than before. We are going to have much more activity in
both lower altitude and upper airspace areas, with the arrival
of drones, eVTOLs, airships, supersonic and hypersonic
platforms, trans-atmospheric and sub orbital vehicles.
Our major challenge is to ensure these operate to the
maximum possible levels of safety within an agreed solid
framework.
These are substantially different from traditional aircraft and
operations, based on current ATM systems. But they need
to function being fully integrated to the existing systems.
And new entrants will operate across the boundaries of
international regulations, managed by bodies such as ICAO.
We always need to be one step ahead while understanding
these new developments will create political and legal
complexities for States which will need to be addressed
ideally at speed.
The EU has already taken a proactive role in ensuring that
ICAO coordinates these activities in an effective manner. We
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have also done a lot in Europe to cater for these new airspace
users’ needs. We have created the concept of “U-Space”, a
European approach to UAS traffic management (UTM) based
on the fact that U-Space services, unlike classic ATM, will rely
on digital services and automation of key functions designed
to support safe, secure and efficient access to the U-Space
for a large number of drones. It is crucial that future policies
at the EU and international levels ensure coordination and
cooperation between air traffic management and space traffic
management services.
With U-Space we have been able to develop the most
sophisticated safety framework for UAVs and drones. We have
many requests from other parts of the world for organisations
to learn from what we have developed here and this shows
that the choices we made years ago have been the right ones.
We have invested in this new technology much earlier and
faster than many others.
I take a lot of pride that Europe has been here showing the
way to the rest of the world. We are now working on the
Drone Strategy 2.0 and the drone leaders’ group has been
working very efficiently together to make ourselves ready for
the challenges – or rather opportunities – of the future. Stay
tuned. 

BECAUSE IN YOUR WORLD
RELIABILITY IS CRITICAL

ScioTeq, YOUR TRUSTED PARTNER FOR PROFESSIONAL ATC DISPLAYS.
ScioTeq has more than 25 years of experience in the development and production of professional ATC
displays. We started with our ATC displays in the 90’s under the Barco name, and since 2015 we are
following our own path. Our range of visualization solutions includes high-resolution main radar displays, tower control displays, auxiliary displays and video distribution solutions.
Our high-quality products are reliable and have a low life-cycle cost. User comfort is always a priority,
with a clear focus on HMI ergonomics and limited eye strain. This has made us a leader in the sector.
In fact, 7 in 10 airports worldwide currently use ScioTeq displays for their ATC activities.
Our aim? To contribute to safer skies all over the world, one visualization solution at a time.
For more information, go to www.scioteq.com.

Air Traffic
Control

Avionics

Defense &
Security
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“AVIATION
IS A
FORCE
FOR
GOOD”
Sustainable aviation fuels,
hydrogen and electricity will
have a role to play in reaching
net zero carbon emission
targets by 2050, according
to Grazia Vittadini, Chief
Technology and Strategy
Officer at Rolls-Royce.

Grazia, you are both the Chief Technology Officer
as well as the Chief Strategy Officer at RollsRoyce. Which role is more critical to master the
fundamental industrial transformation ahead?
It is crucial to combine both perspectives, especially in a global
power business like Rolls-Royce, with activities in aerospace,
defence and power systems. Strategy is all about the “why”,
technology is about the “how”. Technology underpins
strategy by helping define the range of its possibilities. At the
same time, it gives a good idea of how strategy, once defined,
is to be implemented.

Coming out of the pandemic: why should people
resume flying like they did before?
Because aviation is a force for good. Aircraft connect people,
families, cultures and economies across the globe. At higher
speeds and over wider distances than any other means of
transport. In most cases, flying is the only option. If you want
to travel from Europe to the US, you normally wouldn´t ask
yourself: “should I fly 10 hours or take a boat for a 10-day
journey?” The only choice is: “take a plane or stay home”.
This is not only true for individuals but also for our economy
at large.
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Why is that?
Because, measured by value, more than a third of global trade
is carried by air. This applies to high-value and urgent goods
– such as medical and sanitary supplies or spare parts for our
high-tech industries. Same goes for many everyday products.
The smartphone you’re holding right now was most probably
imported from overseas by plane. All this means that without
aviation, our society and economy would look entirely
different.

Sounds like a solid business case. Why should the
aerospace industry change then and take on the
huge burden of transforming itself?
Well, just look at the facts and figures: the world population is
constantly growing, with an evolving global middle class, and
demand for air travel is doubling every 15 to 20 years. By the
beginning of the next decade, we could see some six billion
people flying every year. We all agree that preserving our
climate and environment is the indispensable foundation
upon which to build the future of aviation, both ecologically
and economically. Already today, the countries that have

"Hydrogen will undoubtedly
play a key role in global energy
decarbonisation, and the
production of green hydrogen
needs to be significantly increased"

committed to a net zero goal by 2050 account for 70% of
global gross domestic product (GDP).
For companies, this means that it will become increasingly
costly to be part of the problem and increasingly profitable
to be part of the solution. This is where the societal and
environmental imperative turns into one of the greatest
technological and commercial opportunities of our times.
At Rolls-Royce we are determined to pivot our research and
development (R&D) expenditure towards more low carbon
and net zero technologies from around 50% to at least 75% by
2025, not only as responsible corporate citizens but also as a
profit-oriented company.

Let´s move on to the “how” then. How do you
want to make Rolls-Royce´s product portfolio
compatible with net zero by 2050?
At Rolls-Royce we are set on leading the transition to net
zero by 2050 and we have defined clear steps on this journey.
We laid this out in June last year with our Net Zero report.
First, we are committed to making a step change in efficiency
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of our gas turbines. Second, we champion sustainable
aviation fuel (SAF) demonstration and adoption. And third,
we are developing third generation technologies.

How does Rolls-Royce aim to improve fuel
efficiency?
By bringing current engines to the next level, for instance by
developing our UltraFan demonstrator and its portfolio of
technologies, to increase efficiency while reducing emissions.
UltraFan technologies offer a step change, saving 25% fuel
compared to the first generation of Rolls-Royce Trent engines.
Critical to that is the power gearbox, which has a planetary
design and can transmit more power than an entire grid of
Formula 1 cars when running at maximum power.
It is designed to allow the turbine at the rear of the engine to
run at a very high speed while the fan at the front runs at a
lower speed. This makes the engine very efficient and will help
improve the economics of a transition to more sustainable
fuels, which are likely to be more expensive in the short term
than traditional jet fuel.
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"SAF is the most immediate
solution to dramatically reduce
lifecycle emissions by around 80%"

What makes SAF so important and what are
Rolls-Royce´s goals in this field?
SAF, if made from waste or synthetically, is the most immediate
solution to dramatically reduce lifecycle emissions by around
80%, which is huge. Today, engines are still only certified
to fly with a fuel blend containing a maximum of 50% SAF.
To reap the full potential, we must increase this ratio as soon
as possible. At Rolls-Royce, we have set ourselves the goal of
making all our commercial aero engines compatible to fly
with 100% SAF by next year.

Is there a catch?
Producing SAF is quite energy consuming, and SAF will only
be “sustainable” if produced using low carbon energies. Power
generation and power use must always go hand in hand.
At Rolls-Royce with our `Small Modular Reactors´, we offer
a solution for carbon dioxide (CO2)-free and reliable power
which can play a role in solving this issue. The challenges in
supplying truly sustainable fuels remain gigantic with scaling
production and lowering cost.
Even though politicians and fuel providers are working on
this, the amount of available SAF will remain limited for
the foreseeable future. As a result, we must focus its use on
the field where it has most impact. Long-haul flights make
up only 25% of global air traffic but account for 75% of its
emissions. That´s the real use case for SAF.

For shorter routes, many are counting on
hydrogen as an alternative fuel. What is your view
on this?
Despite the enormous technical and infrastructural challenges
associated with bringing hydrogen to mainstream aviation,
it does offer the promise of commercial and environmental
benefits. While SAF offers the most potential in decarbonising aviation and achieving net-zero carbon in the
nearer term, from a fundamental perspective hydrogen not
only appears feasible as a fuel for aviation but may ultimately
be suitable for both medium- and long-haul markets.
Hydrogen will undoubtedly play a key role in global energy
decarbonisation, and the production of green hydrogen needs
to be significantly increased. At Rolls-Royce we are researching
key hydrogen technologies as part of the broader portfolio
which will enable us deliver to our 2050 commitments.
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Where do you stand in this electrifying journey?
Our focus on differentiated technology has provided
a competitive advantage we have been able to exploit.
In Urban Air Mobility, our electric propulsion unit has been
selected by Vertical Aerospace for its all-electric VX4 aircraft,
we have been selected as the propulsion system design
partner by EVE, Embraer’s urban air mobility spin-out, and
we are progressing detailed discussions with other possible
customers. In Regional Air Mobility, Wideroe, the Norwegian
regional airline, will be the launch customer for the P-Volt
battery-electric system for a nine-seat fixed wing aircraft.
Furthermore, we have been working alongside Tecnam and
Rotax, to complete the flight-testing of a hybrid-electric
aircraft, powered by a parallel-hybrid propulsion system:
the H3PS (High Power High Scalability Aircraft Hybrid
Powertrain) demonstrator introduces advanced technology
for a smaller power class and is scalable to larger aircraft.
So to summarise, we have demonstrated the pace of electrical
technology acceleration and have exciting applications for
AAM. Across these markets, we anticipate introducing our
products into service by the middle of the decade.

What other flight-demonstrator programmes to
prove electrical technology have you worked on?
I do have to mention our "Spirit of Innovation" here! It’s the
world´s fastest all-electric aircraft, and flies twice as fast as its
closest competitor.

UltraFan - 140 inch Carbon Titanium fan set diameter

"We have demonstrated the
pace of electrical technology
acceleration and have exciting
applications for AAM"
What does Rolls-Royce have to offer in the field of
electric propulsion?
Rolls-Royce is leading the way in offering all-electric and
hybrid-electric power and propulsion systems for the
Advanced Air Mobility (AAM) market, which includes small
propeller aircraft, regional air mobility and urban air mobility.
We have set up a business unit in Rolls-Royce to focus on
this, aiming at delivering power and propulsion products for
aerospace applications by investing in a series of technology
building blocks, ranging from electrical propulsion units to
advanced energy storage systems, augmenting generators
and electrical power distribution systems, to offer end-to-end
battery electric and hybrid electric systems solutions.

Yet, ultimately it is of course not about setting records
but rather about achieving tangible results in driving
sustainability and maturing technologies for the Advanced
Air Mobility market. The "Spirit of Innovation" allowed us
to leverage unrivalled aerospace and electrical engineering
expertise, drawing on the finest talent across various
sectors, such as Formula E auto-racing and high-powered
battery development. Every challenge we overcame, every
breakthrough we made has been shared with a global and
integrated team, giving knowledge and capability a potential
real-world application. This is how we make all-electric flight
a reality!

What role can all-electric flying play in making
aviation climate neutral by 2050?
Driving innovation is about seeing the big picture. By 2050,
70% of the world populations will live in cities. To achieve
carbon neutrality, we will need to tackle the growing traffic
density in and between cities and on shorter commuter routes.
On Advanced Air Mobility platforms, all-electric propulsion
systems will be an important part of the solution, being clean,
quiet and efficient. All-electric flying is CO2 emission free!
At Rolls-Royce we are determined to champion these
developments and aim to become the leading supplier for
complete electric and hybrid-electric power and propulsion
systems across the whole Advanced Air Mobility market. 
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DIGITAL REMOTE TOWERS

CHANGE
MANAGEMENT IS
KEY TO SUCCESS

Did you think the main barrier
to introducing remote towers
is technology? No longer. The
technology is implemented
and proven. The major hurdle
to overcome is acceptance, and
the true secret to success is
effective change management.
The remote tower technology has developed a lot the last
decade, as air navigation service providers (ANSPs) and
solution developers have gained operational experience.
Research programmes such as SESAR and standardisation
work within EUROCAE have also helped to speed up the
process.

A REMOTE CONTINGENCY CENTRE AT
HEATHROW
“In 2009, our system went live with the Virtual Control
Facility (VCF) for Heathrow Airport”, explains Tom André
Tarlebø, Chief Technical Officer at Indra. “This was the world’s
first “remote tower” since it is physically located away from
the airport.” The VCF was built as a complete replica of the
system installed in the tower at Heathrow, everything from
interior design to the placement of tables and consoles. The
only difference was the absence of windows.
With advanced surveillance technology combined with radio
communications it is ensured that air traffic controllers can keep
track of and manage aircraft and other ground traffic, despite
not being able to view the airport through the windows.
For air traffic controllers who have procedures for managing
planes even in dense fog, the lack of windows is not a great
hurdle. “NATS uses an advanced configuration of our InNOVA
ground surveillance system, a modular tower system that
can be tuned to airports of any size.” continues Tarlebø. “The
InNOVA ground systems offer automated functions and
advanced safety nets, empowering the controller to be less
dependent on the window view.”
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REMOTE CONTROL OF REGIONAL
AIRPORTS IN NORWAY
Whilst the implementation of a contingency centre is
relatively uncontroversial, the Norwegian ANSP Avinor faced
a more challenging task in implementing their remote tower
project, the world’s largest of its kind. Four regional airports
are currently operated from the Remote Tower Centre (RTC) in
Bodø, and this will gradually increase to 15 by the end of 2023.
The objective of the programme is to reduce future investments
in physical towers and maintenance of a multitude of legacy
systems. The operational costs will decrease, making it more
financially viable to provide services to airports with limited
traffic. By consolidating controllers into a larger unit, the
airports will benefit from a flexible 24/7 service, while Avinor
can offer an attractive workplace designed for competencesharing and innovation.
At the RTC, Avinor uses Indra’s InNOVA tower system as
heads-down display. “Remote tower operations will offer
even more benefits to Avinor in the future, when they
implement multiple remote tower operations”, explains
Tarlebø. “The InNOVA remote tower system allows one
operator to simultaneously manage up to three airports from
a single integrated display. The airports can dynamically be
transferred from one controller working position to another.
We have successfully tested this along with Avinor and
HungaroControl in several SESAR validations.”
Yet, despite the benefits of remote tower operation, the project
met some reluctance. “Many of the operators were skeptical,
with new applications and procedures while having to
relocate with their families to Bodø. It is fully understandable
that initial reactions were mixed, both on the professional
and personal level.” says Jan Østby, Avinor RT Programme
Director. “However, people are now supporting the changes.
It is great to be part of a larger unit with more varied tasks and
development possibilities than you have at smaller airports.
There is more teamwork, and we use the latest technology,
especially appreciated by the younger operators. It is also
important to stress, both internally and to the public, that
no compromise is made to flight safety. In fact, situational
awareness improves when technology is applied properly.”
So how did Avinor handle the skepticism? “The key words
are change management – get the people involved. We put a
lot of effort into this from the very start of the programme.”
explains Østby.

BUDAPEST – A REMOTELY CONTROLLED
CAPITAL AIRPORT
In Budapest, HungaroControl and Indra are preparing
Budapest Ferenc Liszt Airport to become Europe’s first fully
remotely controlled capital airport. Eventually, they will
also include multiple remote tower capability in the system,
making it possible to add regional airports if needed.

HungaroControl will use a complete and integrated remote
tower system from Indra, consisting of the InNOVA tower
system, used by Avinor, NATS, and others, and the Indra
IRTOS optical solution. The latter provides the ATCOs with
a 4K panoramic view of the airport, with visual overlays and
AI capabilities. The situational awareness of the ATCOs will
improve compared with the conventional tower.
Change management has also been crucial to HungaroControl
throughout the project. Operational personnel, human factor
and safety experts have been deeply involved in the initiation
and the development of the project, and several have worked
in the SESAR research projects that have paved the way for the
remote tower project.

FOCUS ON THE PEOPLE
“What we have learnt from working with HungaroControl,
Avinor and NATS on these projects, is that people who are
affected by the changes have to be involved. Their concerns
need to be taken seriously, and their operational input must
be considered. The technology is there for the controller, not
the other way around.”, says Tarlebø.
The remote tower technology is here to stay, and its deployment
will go beyond what was expected in the early days. The use
cases of NATS, Avinor and HungaroControl demonstrate that
remote towers are beneficial to large international airports,
smaller airports, or to contingency centre. As John F. Kennedy
put it “Change is the law of life and those who look only to the
past or present are certain to miss the future.“
By Györgyi Balogh, Product Advisor, Indra.
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TOWARDS
PANDEMICRESILIENT
AIRPORTS
As Chief Operating Officer (COO), Hanne Buis is tasked with
ensuring Royal Schiphol Group’s airports act in a socially
responsible manner. She oversees Operations and Safety &
Security (responsibilities which she recently took over from
Birgit Otto), as well as Asset Management and Projects. A
key element of her role includes managing the effects of
the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, with support from Lotte
Harbers, Programme Manager Aviation Security and Public
Safety, and Guillaume Burghouwt, Strategy Lead. Hanne,
Lotte and Guillaume explore the steps that airports can take
together to develop resilience against pandemic threats.
It is no exaggeration to say that COVID-19 has had an
unprecedented impact on the airport industry. During the
high point of the crisis, Amsterdam Airport Schiphol handled
traffic numbers comparable to the early 1990s. The travel and
border restrictions imposed by the Dutch government were
among the most stringent in Europe; however, our situation
was far from unique among European airports.
Like Schiphol, most airports were quick to react to the
crisis. Faced with often limited information and a quickly
changing pandemic and regulatory landscape, these actions
were, by and large, of an ad-hoc and creative nature. Health
screening emerged organically among airlines. Meanwhile,
individual countries developed their own protocols for
testing, document checking and quarantine requirements.
This lack of standardisation was apparent here in Europe
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where, despite EU-led recommendations for tackling the
virus, health remains a national responsibility and Member
States remain able to apply specific measures as they see fit.
The introduction of the EU Digital COVID-19 Certificate and
colour coding system was a major achievement in improving
regional harmonisation. However, much more must be done
if Europe is to present a truly unified front against the next
major outbreak.
As commercial aviation enjoys a period of relative stability
in most parts of the world, and traffic is recovering, we
cannot afford to lose the momentum of the past months or
to forget what we have learned from the recent crisis. Now is
the time to prepare for future pandemic situations; a recent
scenario analysis by the Dutch Pandemic Preparedness Centre
distinguishes between four potential (COVID-19) scenarios for
the years to come. These range from the disease being nullified
to the level of a simple cold to a worst-case scenario of highly
virulent variations triggering full lockdowns, and everything
in between. Meanwhile, rising population densities and the
effects of climate change mean an ever-present risk that an
entirely new pandemic will arise. This is one threat that is
here to stay.
As airport operators, we must embrace this new reality, and
at Schiphol we are putting in place a dedicated pandemic
resilience strategy to ward against future threats. However, as
recent events have taught us, resilience is most effective when
it is developed and implemented across the wider airport
network. Ensuring the skies stay open during the next health
crisis will require airports, governments and other aviation
stakeholders to work together from the same playbook –
ideally at a national, EU and international level.

DEFINING PANDEMIC RESILIENCE
Pandemic resilience provides airports with the ability to
minimise the impact of pandemic situations on air traffic
and connectivity, as well as day-to-day airport operations.
But above all, resilience is about thinking ahead to safeguard
the comfort, safety and well-being of passengers and other
airport visitors.
At Schiphol, we see developing resilience as a three-step
process. Step one – ‘anticipate’ – involves developing
predetermined responses to potential scenarios. How
should the aviation industry handle flights carrying infected
passengers? Or how can transmission risks be reduced
without disrupting passenger flows in the terminal or
without increasing turnaround times? Rather than simply
reacting to events as they unfold, airports need playbooks to
deal with the different situations brought about by a potential
pandemic. These should be aligned with government
playbooks and scenario planning, while also considering the
wider international context of aviation.

1

The second step – ‘adapt’ – takes this approach one step
further by giving airports the tools to manage eventualities
that cannot be anticipated or planned for. This may include
building redundancies into core airport infrastructure; for
example, pre-determined areas in the passenger terminal
that can quickly switch functionality to help tackle outbreaks
when necessary. More on this point below.
Step three – ‘transform’ – borrows from the concept of
resilience, to transition the airport from being a pandemic
liability to a strategic asset that supports public health. A
COVID-19 testing centre, for example, can be repurposed
to provide other health services during periods when the
pandemic threat is low.

FIVE KEY PILLARS OF PANDEMIC
RESILIENCE
At Amsterdam Airport Schiphol, we are building our
pandemic resilience strategy around five central pillars,
the first of which is well-functioning governance, both
internal and external. COVID has taught us the importance
of maintaining strong alignment – and clear communication
– with government authorities and other aviation partners.
We can nurture these relationships during ‘calmer’ periods
to better understand one another’s position and introduce
common protocols that can be easily scaled up in the event of
new health challenges. These industry-led approaches should
be supported by an overarching government policy that is
based on facts rather than symbolic gestures, such as blanket
border closures1.
Standardisation is also crucial at an internal level. The second
is organisation and employee health. At Schiphol, we are
creating organisation-wide policies and procedures that can
be swiftly implemented when the need arises. The goal is
predictability, and all stakeholders need to be aware of the
actions to take when a new wave kicks in. We are translating
this into a playbook for all our partners, including those
working from our recently installed Airport Operations
Centre.
Though they are inherently connected, we look at health from
the vantage point of our organisation and its employees, as
well as from a passenger perspective. A key learning from the
first COVID-19 wave is to maintain sufficient PPE stockpiles
for our employees, together with self-testing kits for all those
working on site, including external contractors. We are also
analysing the efficacy of measures such as sanitisation and
protective screens in preventing transmission.
Protecting our people provides a foundation for the third
pillar, safe and healthy passenger journeys, while ensuring
the airport experience remains as pleasant and comfortable
as possible. Although we can never eliminate the risk of
transmission entirely, we can reduce it significantly; for

A study of the effectiveness of travel restrictions in the EEA – Oxera Consulting LLP, 2022
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example, by, or ramping-up, cleaning and ventilation. These
tried-and-tested solutions are relatively easy to implement
when applied consistently across the network.
Our fourth key pillar, airport design and operation, relates
back to the importance of embedding redundancies in our
infrastructure that will provide insurance against serious
pandemic events. This may include simply ensuring that
infrastructure is designed with redundancy in mind: enabling
the airport to be expanded to enable social distancing and
protection screens, or sections of the terminal to be quickly
converted into testing or document-checking zones. The
use of off-airport and self-service infrastructure can also be
ramped up to enable touchless passenger journeys. Factoring
in future pandemic-related needs in this way can help
futureproof the airport environment, providing the flexibility
to cope with the unexpected.
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Our final pandemic building block is connectivity. Schiphol
plays a central, connecting role within the Dutch and wider
European economy. Everything flows through us: business,
trade, people and, by extension, communicable diseases. As
a hub airport, we can serve as an early warning system for
future variants and new viruses, working with the scientific
community to monitor emerging threats, much the same
way that wastewater surveillance systems are used to test for
COVID-19 disease. By working more closely with the scientific
and healthcare communities, commercial airports can
potentially form part of a wider, integrated approach to health
across Europe and beyond.

EMBRACING UNCERTAINTY, TOGETHER
With this framework, we have set ourselves a clear ambition
for what we want to achieve in terms of pandemic resilience.
We also recognise the challenges of this approach: developing
new protocols and adapting airport infrastructure demands
time and resources, and there is always an opportunity cost
(reserving space for health testing means less room in the
terminal for certain commercial activities, for example).
However, relatively small sacrifices like these can help keep
planes flying and mitigate the devastating financial impact
experienced during the depths of the COVID-19 crisis. Even
though passenger numbers and airport revenues are only just
beginning to recover, it is vital that airport operators begin
taking these important steps now, while there is time and
space to do so.
As discussed, a further source of concern for the airport
industry during the recent period has been our limited direct
influence on determining government-led responses to the
pandemic. Airport operators have a right, and a responsibility,
to be part of the wider societal pandemic responses. We are
ready to share our knowledge, experience and our data, and
to contribute significant time and resources in the name of
public health. However, connectivity goes both ways; rather
than working in silo, aviation stakeholders – both public and
private – need to listen to each other and work together to
develop stronger, better-harmonised responses. This is what
well-functioning public-private governance looks like.
By operating as a cohesive network, airport operators
across Europe can not only ensure they are part of the
conversation; they can become strategic, frontline assets in
protecting public health. To realise this ambition, we need a
fully harmonised EU policy on pandemics from an aviation
perspective; one that ensures a level playing field where
operators are not disadvantaged or rewarded based on their
location and the severity of local government restrictions.
Airports, meanwhile, can play their part by using calmer
periods to invest in developing their pandemic resilience in
preparation for the next outbreak.
But first, a change of mindset may be required: airports, and
indeed countries and regions, are used to being in direct
competition for tourism and trade. But there is no competition
when the skies are closed. 
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“NEW, RADICAL SOLUTIONS
WILL BE NEEDED TO MEET

OUR FUTURE
DEMANDS”

Research institutes have a vital role to play in reducing the
risks for industrial partners to implement crucial innovative
solutions. This will make us more resilient and provide better
prospects for future generations, says Michel Peters, Chief
Executive Officer of Royal Netherlands Aerospace Centre
(NLR) and Vice-Chair of the Association of European Research
Establishments in Aeronautics (EREA).
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Even before the aviation sector had been able to recover from
the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, a new challenge loomed
as Russian troops invaded Ukraine in February. Soon after a
humanitarian tragedy unfolded. By the signing of an association
agreement, which came into force in September 2017, the
European Union committed itself to close cooperation with
Ukraine, a policy strengthened by the condemnation by many
nations of Russia’s act of violence against a democratic country.
A renewed unity and solidarity emerged in Europe.
Although disruptive social events such as pandemics and
wars unleash profound effects on our everyday life, crises
demonstrate our resilience, which unfolds in many ways. For
instance, on European soil the response to COVID-19 resulted
in a relatively fast availability of effective vaccines. Another
recent example is the unanimous and swiftly adopted
sanctions the EU imposed on Russia. This had a significant
impact on the aviation sector and included a ban on access to
European airspace and airports for all Russian airlines, and
eventually also the closure of Russian airspace in response to
the sanctions by the West. Who would have thought just a few
months ago that this would be our new reality?
A more gradually perceptible disruption we are all facing is
human-induced global climate change. A few days after the
unprovoked Russian invasion, IPCC published1 the finalised
second part of the Sixth Assessment Report Climate Change 2022:
Impacts, Adaptation and Vulnerability. The research confidently
states that the magnitude and rate of climate change and
associated risks depend strongly on near-term mitigation and
adaptation actions, and projected adverse impacts and related
losses and damages escalate with every increment of global
warming. In short: we can respond effectively to the crisis when
we act fast enough with effective measures.
But with the ambition of a climate-neutral aviation in 2050,
how will the European aviation industry actually recover and
develop once it is no longer subjected to COVID measures and
its aftermath and the conflict in Ukraine is, hopefully soon, over?

VALLEY OF DEATH
Due to unexpected rapidly changing circumstances on top of
our long-term ambitions, incremental improvements may no
longer suffice. Challenges today might have become so critical
that new, radical solutions will be needed to meet our future
demands to remain as flexible as possible while aiming for
sustainable air transport. However, disruptive innovations do
not come without a price. The transformation of a sparkling
idea into an impactful solution takes cooperation. Investment
in potentially disruptive innovations is risky, especially with
many uncertainties lurking.
As a member of the association of European Research
Establishments in Aeronautics (EREA), Royal NLR strongly
believes we all need to have an eye for ideas that matter and
break barriers when needed to bridge this so-called valley of
1

https://www.ipcc.ch/report/sixth-assessment-report-working-group-ii/

death. Research establishments not only have the skills and
knowhow but they are also well equipped with state-of-theart facilities dedicated to aviation. This enables them to assist
in a smooth transition from exploratory research into more
industrial research and eventually further into demonstrators.
Research and innovation programmes and European
partnerships are designed as innovation pipelines to facilitate
these transformation of ideas into tangible solutions. For
instance, SESAR (Single European Sky ATM Research) 3 Joint
Undertaking, aiming for a Digital European Sky, accelerates
the market uptake of innovative solutions, acting as a catalyst
to speed up Europe’s green and digital transitions – the socalled twin transitions – and makes European industry more
resilient and competitive (see section on the opposite page).

UNITY AND COMMITMENT
During the last century commercial aviation has enabled
people to travel all over the world. Boundaries were pushed
and physical obstacles were overcome. With unity and
commitment we will be able to keep it this way, for now and
for generations to come.
The European Commission and many European countries see
the pandemic as an opportunity to accelerate their ambition
to become more sustainable. In April the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) completed its scientific trilogy.
To limit global warming this third report made clear that we
need major transitions in energy usage. This will involve
a reduction in fossil fuel use, widespread electrification,
improved energy efficiency, and use of alternative fuels (such
as hydrogen).
The challenging world we are living in clearly demands a
large amount of flexibility from all of us. Research centres
contribute to the overall innovation pipeline to introduce
valuable and promising innovations when needed to
anticipate unclear or unforeseen needs.

Disclaimer The opinions expressed in this article are those of the
author and do not necessarily reflect the view of the members of EREA.
NLR Air Traffic Control Research Simulator (NARSIM) Tower, the
NLR in-house developed environment for highly realistic real-time
simulations of tower operations.
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Explores new
concepts beyond
those identified
in the European
ATM Master Plan
or emerging
technologies and
methods. The
knowledge acquired
can be transferred
into the SESAR
industrial and
demonstration
activities.

Assesses and
validates technical
and operational
concepts in
simulated and
real operational
environments
according to key
performance
areas. This process
transforms
concepts into
SESAR Solutions.

Test SESAR
Solutions on
a much larger
scale and in
real operations
to prove their
applicability and
encourage the
early take-up of
solutions.

The SESAR research and innovation programme is designed as an
innovation pipeline, made up of exploratory research, industrial
research and validation and very large-scale demonstrations/
demonstrators. (Source: SESAR Innovation pipeline 2021)

GREEN ATM
Launched in June 2020, the SESAR CREATE (an
acronym for the European project ‘Innovative operations
and climate and weather models to improve ATM resilience
and reduce impacts’) is developing and testing new
methodologies for the optimisation of aircraft
trajectories to minimise climate and environmental
impact, while becoming more resilient to weather
phenomena, benefitting from advanced weather
forecasting models.
Due to its fundamentally innovative characteristics
this is considered an exploratory research project
developing a new integrated concept of operations
related to a more sustainable ATM, which addresses
multi-aircraft environmentally scored weatherresilient optimised trajectories. The project is
developing a method that quantifies CO2 and nonCO2 aircraft emissions along the aircraft trajectories,
classifying the impact in and outside of climate
sensitive areas, such as contrail-sensitive regions.
Although the understanding of contrail occurrence
and persistence still requires more research, it
already seems that this phenomenon has a big
climate impact. To anticipate this, an environmental
performance metric can support ATM network
trajectory optimisations by identifying where and
when persistent contrail formation is most likely
to occur. This performance metric could then be
used, taking into account the ATM demand-capacity
balancing aspects, to provide solutions for climateimpact mitigation re-routings during operation, e.g.
by allowing aircraft to fly at a higher or lower altitude
where the aircraft exhaust gases do not trigger
persistent contrail formation.
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AUGMENTED REALITY FOR
TOWER ATC
Air navigation service providers (ANSPs) face difficult
choices every day in managing air traffic at –and
between– Europe’s busy airports. They have to balance
all kinds of aspects such as safety, punctuality and
costs. For this a technology push such as augmented
reality (AR) can reduce workload for air traffic
controllers. In recent years AR has become one of the
major focus points of user interface development.
With a rapid increase in computing power and
advancements in software and hardware applications,
devices are now portable, lightweight and capable of
integrating complex 3D displays into the real world.
The SESAR project Digital Technologies for Tower
(DTT) dived into this novel concept to gain new
insights regarding the use of technology. Due to the
ATM-dedicated development and application this is
considered an industrial research project. In this case
real-time simulation experiments were conducted
with a focus on the use of an AR device for attention
capturing and attention guidance for tower controllers
tested on the NARSIM (NLR Air Traffic Control
Research Simulator) Tower platform, the NLR in-house
developed environment for highly realistic realtime simulations of tower operations. The solutions
developed by the project are expected to positively
contribute to safety and increase situational awareness
and controllers' productivity.

INTEGRATED SESAR SOLUTIONS
The proof of the pudding is in the eating. The third
stage of the innovation pipeline (the demonstrator
stage) tests innovations to show their benefit in real
operations, bringing them closer to deployment. The
project ITARO (Integrated TMA, Airport and Runway
Operations) plans to demonstrate on a larger scale
several SESAR TMA, Airport and Runway solutions
simultaneously, which individually have been
shown to deliver efficiencies, both operationally and
environmentally, but never in a combined way. For
instance, in ITARO solutions for arrivals like 3D fixed
approach routes, Continuous Descent Operations
(CDO), Interval Management (IM), Time Based
Separation (TBS), RECAT-EU Pair-Wise Separation
(PWS) and Minimum Radar Separation (MRS) are
incorporated in new procedures and validated
using real time simulations in NLR’s NARSIM Radar
simulator.
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“FOR EUROPE’S AIRPORTS
THE RECOVERY IS CASH

INTENSIVE AND
REVENUE WEAK”

Olivier Jankovec, Director
General of ACI EUROPE,
believes that the volatile
nature of the aviation recovery
in Europe is challenging the
fundamental business model
of the sector.
What is the recovery looking like for Europe’s
airports?
I think it has been slower than needed because States have
continued to impose travel restrictions that were not riskbased. They did not take into account what we have learnt
from previous waves of COVID, in particular the fact that
travel restrictions proved totally ineffective at stopping the
spread of the virus and its variants.

Omicron might not be the last variant. So I hope we will be
able to define a playbook for future variants that really takes
into account the experience we’ve gone through so we will be
able to avoid further harsh and unecessary travel restrictions.
Our aeronautical revenues are driven by passenger traffic
and in 2020 we had a drop of 70% in passenger volumes,
throughout the European airport community. Last year was
interesting because although it was still a crisis year – at
just 42% of 2019 numbers it could hardly be described as “a
recovery” – there was a performance gap between the larger
and smaller airports. And that reflects the fact that most
intercontinental markets remain closed and the transatlantic
market only opened in November. So whatever recovery there
was, it was mainly Intra-European, which benefited more
smaller regional airports.
From a national perspective in 2021 Finland was at -80%, the
UK at -78% of 2019 traffic levels while Greece, at -47%, was
the best performing market. The first quarter of 2022 was very
much impacted by Omicron but at the end of February we saw
an easing of travel restrictions. March was the best month
since the pandemic, in terms of recovery, at -34%, and looking
towards the summer we’re quite bullish, judging from the
capacity that airlines plan to put into the market.

What are your main operational challenges?
It should be easier to accommodate lower traffic levels, but it
is not. Traffic patterns have changed and traffic is very much
concentrated on peak periods and those peaks are actually
higher than before the pandemic at many airports.

"Traffic is very much
concentrated on peak periods
and those peaks are actually
higher than before the
pandemic at many airports"

There are also sudden increases so there is a lot of volatility and
that means it’s difficult to estimate the kinds of resources you
need. Scaling resources to accommodate traffic peaks is not
easy because we’re faced with significant staffing problems.
Our operational partners have the same kinds of problems:
ground handlers, airlines and border control police, which is
important in terms of the quality of the passenger experience.
Like us, many had no choice but to sharply reduce headcounts
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"Flexibility and an absolute
focus on efficiency and
performance are unavoidable"

Airport economics is closely linked to these new operational
patterns and peaks. If you have to scale up capacity to
accommodate surges in traffic – which is very high over a
very short period of time – while your overall volume of traffic
remains below pre-pandemic levels, the means for airports
the recovery is cash intensive and revenue weak.
Airports have had no other choice but to increase debt, which
is now at a level of 200% more than a few years ago. Even
before the pandemic the revenue we were generating from
aeronautical operations did not cover our costs.

So what’s the solution?
Our airline partners won’t like to hear this but the only way
is to increase airport charges to a level that allows us to be
financially stable and will allow us to invest in the future: decarbonisation, digitalisation and capacity enhancement.
Airlines are now increasing their fares and being open about
their plans to pass on increasing fuel costs directly, especially
as there will be an extra cost for sustainable aviation fuel
which will be mandated by the EU regulation.

during the pandemic and they are now finding it very difficult
to bring back former employees because they have found
other jobs and the labour market has become extremely tight.
One result of the pandemic is that potential employees have
seen airports laying off staff in large numbers, so that doesn’t
build confidence. And many airport jobs need security
clearance from national authorities which can take up to 16
weeks, which has made it very difficult to react immediately
to the recovery.
Airports have received limited financial assistance from
States, compared to other sectors, so they were not able to keep
as many people on the payroll as they would have liked. This
has varied from country to country. In France, for example,
where the State has probably been the most generous across
the European Union, there has not been the same scale of
problem as there has been in other countries like the UK.
And we are worried about the summer because we see
seasonal peaks being very extreme, which means punctuality
is deteriorating. We are also concerned that ATC delays are
mounting because of the implementation of new procedures
in France and the geopolitical situation with Ukraine.

So, if airlines are able to increase costs to their customers
I don’t see why airports should not be able to do the same.

How will airports reconfigure their operations to
manage this new era of volatility?
This crisis is uniquely challenging for airports because our
business model has been based on the assurance of everdynamic traffic growth.
With now significant competition across airports to attract
and retain traffic and charges heavily regulated – we do not
have the flexibility to change them in the same way as airlines
continuously adapt their fares – the only way to grow revenue
has been through increases in traffic.
This crisis and the challenge of climate change potentially
means slower traffic growth in the future and this questions
the economic model of airports. Flexibility and an absolute
focus on efficiency and performance are unavoidable.
European airports reduced their costs by 14% in 2020 and
37% in 2021 – but as many of the costs are fixed costs it has
not been easy and there is only so much you can squeeze
the lemon, because then you are compromising quality and
operational efficiency.
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Some of these cost reductions were linked to reduction in
volumes of traffic but others were structural cost reductions
and these will remain, so it means we have become more
efficient. Transformation, de-risking and resilience are
the key words for airports now looking at redefining their
business model and securing their future.
Transformation means decarbonisation and digitalisation.
We must find a way to restore long-term airport planning
and development because during the crisis we became much
more focused on the very short term.
With de-risking and resilience there’s no magic wand. Airports
need to diversify revenue sources as much as possible. On
the aeronautical side this means trying to have a diversified
airline portfolio, which is becoming more and more difficult
when two major low-cost carriers are grabbing market share
in quite an impressive way.
And network carriers have retrenched structurally. In terms
of planned capacity for the summer as of early April, Ryanair
was up 21% compared to 2019. Wizz Air was 46% up. Air
France/KLM was two per cent higher but Lufthansa was 12%
down and IAG four per cent down.
I think we will see a lot of airports looking at non-aeronautical
revenue generation even beyond the airport perimeter, if
that’s possible.
There are perhaps some new opportunities emerging from
the decarbonisation agenda with airports acting as energy
hubs for their local communities. This is something many
major airports, such as Amsterdam/Schiphol and Aeroporto
di Roma and Groupe ADP, are looking at. We also have new
opportunities in urban air mobility which will pave the way
for new forms of connectivity and diversification of revenues.
And the concept of “total airport management” and closer
operational integration between airports and ATM, in
particular – but also with airlines for ground movement and
ground handlers – will get a new impetus as a result of this
crisis.

Decarbonisation will require massive investments if we are to
reach our net zero emission 2050 target.
Many airports are going into solar. But if airports have
to depend on the grid for their energy then this is out of
their control. But change is happening here, too, and the
decarbonisation agenda is for all sectors of the economy so
the pressure is also on suppliers.
As far as airports are concerned I am not worried about scope
one and two emissions, the emissions that are under their
direct control. Airports in Europe have been working on
reducing these emissions for the past 12 years through Airport
Carbon Accreditation and 57 have already achieved carbon
neutrality, but there is no doubt we will need more support.
About EUR 700 billion was distributed by the European Union
to Member States through the Recovery Fund to support those
sectors most impacted by COVID and facing major challenges
of decarbonisation. Hardly any airports benefited from that.

Why is that?
I think we still have this problem at the EU level with an agenda
and an ambition which is right but where we don’t actually
walk the talk when it comes to providing the right enabler. We
need more public support or better economic incentives.
As to whether we will soon face a systemic capacity crunch,
I think we have to see how the recovery plays out. And
how demand will be affected by, in particular, the Fit for 55
regulatory package, which is pushing for the decarbonisation
of the sector but will come with major cost increases.
In terms of how these costs will impact demand, I think the
jury is still out. The European Commission has not made a
cumulative impact assessment of the different legislative
proposals under Fit for 55 that will impact aviation. The
Council and European Parliament are deciding on these
regulatory proposals without having a clear view as to their
impact on the economics of the sector.

Can we meet our environmental targets?
We can and we must. It is probably one of the most exciting
times to work in aviation because we need to completely
transform the sector to win over its societal acceptability.

"It is probably one of the most
exciting times to work in aviation
because we need to completely
transform the sector to win
over its societal acceptability"

When you see how fast industry is moving on this agenda
it is clear there is no turning back. Airbus has serious and
ambitious plans for hydrogen powered aircraft.
But we can’t do this alone as an industry; we need policy,
regulatory and financial frameworks that will enable us to
deliver. And that’s very much what we’ve said and working on
as ACI EUROPE together with A4E, ERA, ASD and CANSO – in
particular through our Destination 2050 roadmap. 


AERONAUTICAL DATA MANAGEMENT

From Survey
to Cockpit
Aeronautical Data Chain Complexity
Many actors and formats are involved, and
assuring the data integrity at the transaction
points is essential for maintaining the required
quality and safety levels for the aviation industry.

Enhanced Regulatory Framework
The regulatory framework for Aeronautical
Data Management is also demanding a higher
level of effort and commitment in line with the
digitalization era we are nowadays living.
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Aeronautical Data Management is our passion we
are proud to be able to support to all the different
stakeholder in the Aeronautical Data Chain,
from Surveyors, through Airports, to ANSPs and
Airlines.

Discover how we can support your organization
and contact us today: info@groupead.com
www.groupead.com
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ENABLING SCALABLE,
COMMERCIAL USE OF DRONES
What is still needed to allow
drone usage to scale safely,
and can the aviation industry
look forward to new revenue
streams? Frequentis Guenter
Graf, Vice President New
Business Development,
explains.

and UTM and allow all users equal access to a harmonised and
finite airspace. A high degree of digitalisation and automation
is required for this.
Countries must be able to ensure a high degree of freedom to
use the available airspace if it is to be economically sustainable.
The key is to enable scalable commercial use of drones, safely
and reliably and allow ANSPs to also provide services outside
of the controlled airspace. So, what do we need to ensure the
digital European sky is possible?

CONNECTED, AUTOMATED AND
INTEGRATED
Frequentis is leveraging system wide information
management (SWIM), which comes with service orientated
architecture, reducing overheads, lowering integration
costs, and allows the development of third-party tools to be
added to the platform. An open and flexible micro-service
infrastructure is key to future-proofing today’s investments
in ATM systems. The Frequentis MosaiX SWIM supports
seamless information exchange between drone operators
and air traffic controllers, creating a unified, shared
understanding of the airspace situation. On top of MosaiX,
tailored services can be developed for each entity in the value
chain, ensuring a flexible but strong framework connecting
to the airport efficiently. Essentially managing the airports
“internet of things”.

The aviation industry’s digital transformation and the fastevolving unmanned traffic management (UTM) market
are additional drivers that call for harmonised data to be
monetised by new services (i.e. for unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAV) operators and airlines). A European drones outlook
study estimates that the total market value of drones will be in
excess of EUR 10 billion annually by 2035. There is therefore
an opportunity to look at the airspace integration of drones
with a view to providing air navigation service providers
(ANSPs) with additional revenue streams.
The convergence of air traffic management (ATM) with
unmanned traffic management (UTM) has already begun,
with a high focus on safety on the one side and the dynamic
digital world of UTM provision on the other side. This also
includes the potential for new service provision.
For commercial drones to reach their full potential the
challenge is still how to safely and securely integrate both ATM

MosaiX SWIM comes with a service registry which provides
the tools for all agencies to discover the services available
by the publisher. As a single source of truth, MosaiX SIWM
supports all the stakeholders in the ecosystem with a focus on
data accuracy, integrity, consistency, and timeliness.

WORLDS-FIRST DRONE REGULATIONS
The worlds-first U-Space/UTM regulatory package, adopted
by the European Union Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) will
become applicable in early 2023, enabling drone operations
to be safely integrated in urban environments.
U-space services were designed to support drones with
safe, efficient and secure access to the airspace to support
routine drone operations. This requires extreme levels of
digitalisation and automation, as well as an interface to the
ATM network and its users and stakeholders.
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In Norway, Frequentis has already provided an operational
UTM system to Avinor air navigation services (ANS)
consisting of the common information services (CIS) function
and U-space service technologies. The system in Norway
already follows ongoing regulatory work and is the first UTM
system to receive CAA approval for the direct integration
into the Norwegian ATM infrastructure. Norway is the first
country in the Nordic region to implement a UTM system
and is continuously extending its service portfolio towards
authorities and commercial drone operators. This highlights
Avinor ANS’ dedication to the industry.
More recently, in May 2022, we announced a project with
Austro Control, the Austrian ANSP, to launch a drone
management solution for the safe integration of drones
into Austrian airspace, to also be operational by early 2023.
The new digital traffic management system will ensure that
flight clearances for drones are handled faster and safer in
an area shared by both manned and unmanned aircraft.
Drone identification and restricted airspace warnings will be
activated in the system, in line with the aforementioned EU
regulations currently being implemented.

PIONEERING
As well as the operational system in Norway, Frequentis is also
the largest industry partner in the Austrian AIRLabs project,
aiming to build and operate test sites for Unmanned Aerial
Systems (UAS), covering all development stages from simulation
to actual state-of-the-art BVLOS drone missions. Dronecloud,
the drone Flight Management Software provider, has also
selected Frequentis to join Project Rise, a consortium funded by
the UK Government, that will collaborate on the development of
open standard integrations to help unlock Beyond Visual Line of
Sight (BVLOS) drone flights in the UK. Through its ‘Future Flight
Challenge’ the consortium, including Sky-Drones, Skyports,
Cranfield University, will deploy a standardised, automated and
integrated UTM service providing value add for all stakeholders
of the commercial drone ecosystem.
Frequentis CIS offers ANSPs a ready-to-deploy backbone to
bridge the UTM and ATM world, based on MosaiX SWIM and
the UTM services required to manage drones safely alongside
manned aviation. These have already been proven in live flight
trials conducted between cities, and involving urban drone
fleet operations in controlled airspace, beyond-visual-lineof-sight (BVLOS) operations stretching for more than 100km,
maritime search and-rescue operations (SAR), cooperative
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flight operations with general aviation and recreational
remote control model hobbyists, and even an electric vertical
take-off and landing (eVTOL) Air Taxi.
The provided services are developed based on the EU
regulations and specific national legal frameworks, focussing
on safety and business opportunities to support drone
operations and close the gap between the demand and the
authorising units.
To unlock the potential of automated flights and approvals,
at the scale necessary for future demand, Frequentis supports
an open market regime while offering ANSPs and authorised
units a pathway to a secure and safe management of airspace.

PARTNERING FOR SUCCESS
At Frequentis we have the right skills and partnerships
and can scale to provide safe and flexible solutions for
commercial drone operators, ANSPs and other authorities in
the ecosystem. As many European nations start to push ahead
with their economic plans for the integration of drones to
support industry and infrastructure, it is important to have a
clear pathway for how to safely scale the integration and allow
the flexible use of the airspace.
Aiding customer business processes, the Frequentis platform,
MosaiX SWIM, provides the necessary data analytics and
interfaces to billing tools, which supports the monetisation of
the services, using various schemes such as pay-per-time or
pay-per-hit.
With the right technology and the right vendor it is possible
to close the value chain, from the commercial drone operator
to the ANSP, and provide the right tools for other authorities
in the UTM ecosystem to benefit not only in terms of a safer
airspace, but one that also starts to pay them back.
Frequentis’ safety-critical communication and information
solutions leverage seventy-five years of cross-industry experience
in civil aviation, defence, public safety, maritime and public
transportation markets. The company has driven innovation
throughout its history with many ‘industry firsts’. This will
continue as the industry evolves, with a focus on user-centric
design that considers the controller in all it does.
More info: www.frequentis.com
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“IT’S IN ALL OF OUR
INTERESTS THAT WE
ACCELERATE INVESTMENTS

IN EUROPEAN
AIR TRAFFIC
MANAGEMENT”

Thomas Reynaert, Managing
Director of the Airlines for
Europe trade association,
believes that European Union
governments need to invest
more in ATM modernisation.
What have been the lessons of the COVID recovery
process in terms of European aviation?
It is a very complex issue. COVID has been the worst crisis
we’ve ever seen in aviation though we are obviously in a much
better place than we were months ago.
I hope that the worst is behind us. We don’t know what
autumn and winter will bring, because winter typically seems
to come with a new variant. I hope we don’t see that but it’s too
early to tell. We’ve always known that high vaccination rates
will help slow down the community spread, and we have been
pressing for accelerated vaccinations in Europe. Despite this,
Europe remains one of the worst affected regions globally
when it comes to COVID-19 impact and travel restrictions in
particular.
So we have a lot of catching up to do and the current forecasts
suggest it will be the end of 2024 or the start of 2025 before

we get back to 2019 travel levels. And, of course, the war in
Ukraine is yet another external factor impacting the road to
recovery, though not to the same extent as COVID-19.
Until the Ukraine war broke out, we were very optimistic
about this year’s recovery. We have seen the positive impact
of the digital COVID-19 certificate system and had hoped that
an expansion of that tool would continue to help us through
the recovery. Unfortunately, we’ve seen that with the outbreak
of the Omicron variant, too many governments had kneejerk reactions – closing borders or making it more difficult to
travel instead. We now know that such measures have proven
to be ineffective at reducing infection rates. In fact, the travel
restrictions put in place in Europe were not effective at all. I
hope that with the next variant national governments will
have learnt their lessons.
There is significant pent-up demand for travel, especially
people who want to reunite with friends and family. And
businesses are eager to resume face-to-face meetings. It’s not
true that businesspeople no longer want to travel. Yes, we
know now that good broadband connections can facilitate
virtual meetings – but they will never be able to replace faceto-face meetings with customers.

The war in Ukraine has also presented Europe’s
airlines with a major challenge
The war in Ukraine has had yet another impact on air travel
– not just on flights from Russia and Ukraine where those
airspaces have been closed to our members. This is where
EUROCONTROL and the Network Manager have played
important roles to coordinate and shift the flow of traffic
around the inaccessible airspace.
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"We have a lot of catching
up to do and the current
forecasts suggest it will
be the end of 2024 or the
start of 2025 before we get
back to 2019 travel levels"

Some carriers are more affected than others. Those providing
long-haul services to Asia are facing longer routings, from 90
minutes to five hours depending on your departure airport.
This of course causes inefficiencies and environmental
consequences which is something we hate to see.
It is impossible to predict how this is going to evolve, but
with the cooperation of EUROCONTROL it will be extremely
important to make sure that we can continue to operate
around the closed airspace.
The big challenge of sustainable aviation is not going away. It
was there before COVID-19 and will remain with us for many
years to come.

Have we taken the opportunity that COVID has
given us to reform the European ATM system so
we don’t see again the disruptions and delays that
hampered the industry in 2018 and 2019?
COVID has given air navigation service providers (ANSPs)
time to solve some of the huge capacity issues in the network,
to either continue with investments or accelerate them. Sadly,
we see that some countries have not taken this opportunity,
and we are concerned that capacity levels will not be able to
match any rapid acceleration of traffic.
We have not seen enough investments from an ANSP
perspective. Some ANSPs don’t understand the need for
increased cost-efficiency of the network and want to, instead,
focus on recuperating their revenue losses. For this reason we

are pushing for a different economic regulation and a more
appropriate ATM financing system.
It is not only ANSPs, but all types of airline suppliers who are
trying to charge us more than before the pandemic. So, this
is not the only cost issue, but most importantly, it is the lack
of efficiency and the lack of capacity in the network. We have
signalled these concerns at the Network Management Board
several times and to individual ANSPs frequently. And we
continue to ask ANSPs and their governments to accelerate
investment in the network so they can accommodate growth.

ANSPs will argue they are under contradictory
pressures from airlines to reduce charges while
carrying on with their investment strategies. And
many of them are caught in the middle between
these two.
These pressures are not new. One of the things we need to
look at is financing the ANSPs. I think the current European
regulation doesn’t allow for the proper cost-efficient
financing of the network. It’s in all of our interests that we
accelerate investments along the lines of the European
Airspace Architecture Study and within the policy framework
of SES 2+.
We have not made much progress with this under the French
presidency and we are now looking to the Czech presidency
in the second half of the year to make progress on SES 2+;
we need a future-proofed regulatory framework to allow for
further investments.
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Much has already been done, such as free route airspace. But
some countries, like France, are lagging behind and this has an
impact on European traffic flows throughout the continent. I
think it’s also the responsibility of the national governments
to make it work, as ANSPs need to get the proper support
from their respective Member States. The money shouldn’t
only come from airlines. Because of the COVID-19 crisis in the
aviation ecosystem, other sectors, such as airports, have been
able to get funding from governments.

One of the key challenges for EUROCONTROL
is to help find an optimal path between two
mutually contradictory requirements of the
aviation systems: to expand connectivity and
frequencies while reducing CO2 emissions. Can we
do this in the short term?
Our Destination 2050 roadmap has been written with
the support of airports, ANSPs, regional airlines and
manufacturers. We can have both growth and fewer
emissions if we put in place a number of measures according
to this roadmap. The biggest aspect of this is technology:
more efficient engines, lighter aircraft and a more efficient
ATM system, in addition to economic measures and the SES.
ATM accounts for between six and 10% of CO2 emissions.
It’s relatively low-hanging fruit because we’re talking about
technologies that are already on the table. But we need
political will to implement them.
We want ANSPs and ATM players to put into practice a
seamless European Sky which will allow us to fly in a much
more cost-efficient manner, burning less fuel and thereby
producing fewer (CO2) emissions. As long as the political steps
are not taken we will continue to have a problem.
We will get to net zero by 2050. That is a commitment that
the entire European aviation ecosystem has made through
Destination 2050 and there is really no way back. But
governments and ANSPs will need to do their part to create
a regulatory framework which allows us to reduce CO2
emissions and continue to have growth. I think that with the
measures we are proposing, we can guarantee connectivity at
an affordable price for the customer.

What particular SES procedures or technologies
will give you that six or 10% improvement, if we
are already flying optimum levels of horizontal
efficiency through the core traffic areas of
Europe?
We need a bit of history here. Flying has evolved from
following ground-based navigational aids to using satellitebased navigation – the performance measurements regarding
flight efficiency have not followed that evolution. So while
we can plan optimum trajectories (even taking into account
restrictions) we are judged against outdated principles (great
circle distance) or external assumptions based on incomplete

information. Thus, this paints a skewed picture of the actual
emission situation.
As a result we need: a regulation which is based on airline
trajectories as the target to be achieved – supported by the
NM and ANSPs; European free route airspace, advanced
flexible use of airspace (or better no military restricted areas)
and common en-route ATCO licenses implemented (as
recommended in the Wise Persons Group report). Obviously,
digitalisation, interoperability, data sharing and the respective
change management are included.
Most of these points will ensure that optimum 4D trajectories
can be planned and flown. The ATCO licenses take care of the
fact that a shift of traffic across any boundary (FIR or sector)
does not increase the number of flights in the network – only
their geographical location. If we can ensure that ATCOs
can mirror this traffic shift we kill two birds with one stone:
decrease emissions while increasing efficiency.

Are you optimistic we will be able to reach zero
CO2 emissions by 2050?
Absolutely. Destination 2050 has shown how to reduce CO2
emissions but we need urgent action now.
COVID-19, travel restrictions and the crisis it created for our
sector caused a domino effect throughout the European
aviation ecosystem. It showed us that it’s better to work
together. I believe there’s a new wind blowing through the
ANSP landscape in Europe right now and some ANSPs are
seeing us as customers and looking to find ways how to better
serve us. They realise it’s a win-win situation. So yes, I am
optimistic. 

"We will get to net zero by 2050.
That is a commitment that the entire
European aviation ecosystem has
made through Destination 2050
and there is really no way back"

FLY THE CHANGING SKIES

Leonardo, integrated technologies for safe and
sustainable air traffic management.
Leonardo designs, produces and integrates primary and secondary radars, weather sensors, control centers,
communication, navigation, surveillance and cyber solutions systems, capable of guaranteeing operational
continuity in every phase of ﬂight and, at the same time, to reduce the environmental impact. Thanks to this
experience, today 300 air trafﬁc control centres and over 200 airports in 110 countries are using Leonardo’s
ATM technologies.
Visit us at WORLD ATM CONGRESS, HALL 9 - STAND 849

leonardo.com

thalesgroup.com
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take off, fly and land using Thales solutions
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PARTNERING FOR
SAFER, DIGITAL SKIES
Before the Covid 19 pandemic hit the world in the winter of
2019 2020, Czech skies had been getting increasingly busier.
According to World Bank data, the total number of passengers
transported in the Czech Republic (CZ) increased by more than
162% between 2015 and 2018 – one of the fastest growth rates
in Europe1. Despite a significant drop in 2020 – as elsewhere
worldwide – Czech statistical office data for 2021 showed a
284% increase between Q2 and Q32. There can be no doubt:
Czech airport traffic is on the rise!
Yet significant increases in air traffic come with great
responsibilities. Air navigation service providers (ASNPs)
must be able to ensure safety at all times, adapting to varying
levels of traffic. As European skies progressively become busy
again, Christian Rivierre, Vice President Airspace Mobility
Solutions for Thales, and Jan Klas, CEO of Air Navigation
Services for the CZ (ANS CZ), offer their views on the recent
modernisation of the Czech Air Traffic Management (ATM)
system and on how important technological updates to these
systems should happen in the future.

Jan Klas, CEO of Air Navigation Services for the CZ (ANS CR)

BREAKING PATTERNS
Addressing the highs and lows of air traffic can be quite
complex for ANSPs worldwide. Whether these can be broadly
predicted – holiday traffic – or impossible to foresee – Covidrelated restrictions – ensuring safety in the sky requires great
levels of flexibility and adaptability.
Over the past decade, the digitalisation of ATM systems
worldwide has been critical to supporting ANSPs and their
operators in this endeavour. New technologies allowing
faster processing, a better display of data and greater levels
of adaptability to traffic conditions are improving the
ergonomics for controllers and flexibility for ANSPs. In this
way safety is ensured, regardless of traffic patterns and trends.
These technologies, however, often represent a shift from
the legacy systems on which many ANSPs have relied. In
CZ, Thales worked with its client, ANS CR, to improve legacy
operator consoles with the introduction of java-based human
machine interfaces (HMIs). This was a first implementation
of an advanced HMI supporting the enhanced operational
concept” Rivierre commented. “The implementation of this new
technology represented a ‘big bang’ upgrade for our TopSky - ATC
system,” Klas added.
1
2

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/IS.AIR.PSGR?locations=CZ
https://www.czso.cz/csu/czso/passenger_transport_time_series

Christian Rivierre, Vice President Airspace Mobility Solutions for
Thales

MISSION SUPPORT
Sometimes, implementing such significant upgrades can
feel like a mission in itself. “That is why we work closely with
our clients, building a strong partnership and finding solutions
together,” said Rivierre.
Key to this process is Thales’ commitment to work
with its clients throughout the whole upgrade cycle,
from requirements and prototyping, all the way to
implementation. The java update for ANS CR, for instance,
facilitated prototyping - which enabled operators to
experiment and select the configuration most appropriate
for them. “As a result, operators’ trust in the system increases,
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as does their efficiency,” Rivierre added. The new upgrade
allows them to configure their own HMI, so that they can
more easily see information that is directly relevant to
their position – depending on whether they are en-route or
approach controllers.

for the ideal conduct of the training, but we knew at the same time
that only massive use of the system could allow us to fine-tune it for
its operational use. I am afraid that with such level of complexity
it is becoming a systematic problem which would occur elsewhere
despite the application of the best project management practices”.

Implementing this technological breakthrough in TopSky
- ATC was no easy task. “As operators’ training progressed a
few issues emerged,” Klas noted, “but Thales teams were with
us every step of the way to address those issues”. Part of the
Thales team remains on site to ensure complete and smooth
implementation.

The way forward, Klas continued, is the implementation of
ATM systems that allow incremental upgrades. With similar
goals in mind, Thales has already started implementing
this process. Future updates will build around a new, cloudbased, architecture that will allow more flexibility in terms
of hardware and software implementations. “Today it is very
resource-intensive to qualify systems all over again with every new
update,” Rivierre commented. Modular systems, where safety
critical applications will be isolated so that qualification only
focuses on new updates, will therefore provide increased
flexibility.

GRAND OPENING
TopSky - ATC will have been thoroughly tested and ready for
the increase in air travel ANS CR expects as summer holidays
begin. This is in no small part a result of the strong cooperation
established between the two long-standing partners.
Yet perhaps the time has come for a more significant paradigm
shift to facilitate important technological transitions. Klas
noted: “One of the key issues which we have experienced is that we
were not able to detect all the problematic behaviour of the system
during the standard phases of the testing e.g. FAT, SAT and even
parallel operation. Due to this the system was not stable enough

“Future systems will also be more open, facilitating the integration
of solutions from a wider variety of market players, including startups and SMEs” Rivierre concluded. For Klas this is crucial. “It is
also something the European Union is already working on through
programmes such as SESAR,” he added. Ultimately, the safety of
European skies – and systems – will depend to a large degree
on embracing a paradigm shift in ATM technology to allow
for more flexibility, scalability and robustness so ANSPs can
efficiently manage the skies no matter what level of demand
there is.

Insight

TIME TO RETHINK
INFRASTRUCTURE

OWNERSHIP

Paul Ravenhill of Think
Research, one of the authors
of the European Airspace
Architecture Study (EAAS),
discusses why in addressing
volatility we need to rethink
infrastructure ownership as
part of the transition to the
Digital European Sky.
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The global pandemic and war in Ukraine have cast air traffic
management’s (ATM) issues into stronger contrast: the
traditional approaches we have to design and operate ATM
infrastructure are not resilient to large volatility in demand.
ICAO’s Chicago Convention placed responsibility for ensuring
ATM service provision on States. At the time, this naturally
meant that States provided ATM services themselves,
designing infrastructure around local requirements in terms
of expected traffic. To provide additional capacity, the air
navigation service provider (ANSP) could really only add
a new sector. As the complexity of traffic (and ATM) grew,
sector design became a real art. Just look at the sectorisation
between the UK and France – see how well aligned it is with
normal traffic flows in and out of London and Paris airports. It
has a beauty of its own, but these very specialised sectors come
at a price – the diminishing returns of further sectorisation.
Adding a new sector in any airspace is a complex undertaking
that can take several years from identifying the need to
the final validation and operation. When traffic demand
is growing at a steady two to four per cent per annum, as
historically it appears to have done, then airspace designers
can plan ahead and meet demand.
The simple truth is that growth in demand isn’t really linear.
Various crises over the years have led to sharp and dramatic
falls in traffic, followed by accelerated growth. The current
global pandemic is by far the most dramatic, and hopefully
one-off, event. ANSPs had to reduce capacity significantly,
and already we are being warned that Summer 2022 is going
to be a difficult time because replacing capacity is just as hard
as stripping it out.
Sadly, geo-political events like the war in Ukraine are not a
one-off. The closeness of Ukraine to the EU and NATO States
makes it seem rare, but armed conflict anywhere in the
world can move a major air route in Europe from one State
to another. We shouldn’t think that volatility is only caused
by disasters; on a more temporary basis it can be generated
by events such as the Olympics or football World Cup, with a
major impact on flows. As can a change in preferred holiday
destinations.
The truth is the closer you look the more volatile traffic
appears. Global and European traffic forecasts may look like
steady growth, but traffic flows themselves might be much
more chaotic – even at sector level we can see volatility caused
by convective weather. Have a look at Canada’s airspace
design for receiving the North Atlantic flows which moves on
a daily basis.

"Volatility is caused by the airline
business models being faster to
react to external stimuli than the
traditional ANSP business model"

WHAT SOLUTIONS EXIST TO HANDLE
VOLATILITY BETTER?
Volatility is caused by the airline business models being
faster to react to external stimuli than the traditional ANSP
business model. It has always been such. An airline can drop
an unprofitable route overnight and develop a hopefully
profitable one in a matter of weeks. In that timeframe all an
ANSP can do is adjust the air traffic controller (ATCO) roster –
paying more or less overtime. If the swing becomes large and
sustained then the ANSP begins retraining ATCOs, adding
sectors, adopting new technology all of which takes years and
comes with the risk that demand has changed again before
they are implemented.
The solution is to adapt the ANSP business model to react as
fast as the airlines. In Europe that means sharing the problem
across all the ANSPs. Initially through the EUROCONTROL’s
CFMU (Central Flow Management Unit) and then Network
Manager, Europe’s ability to understand demand and apply
Demand Capacity Balancing has improved substantially
since the 1990s and put the days when holiday makers feared
spending as much time at the airport as they did on the beach
behind us; but modern technology can take us further.
The novel solution in the EAAS is “Capacity on Demand” – a
surprisingly simple idea where an ANSP with spare capacity
opens a sector on behalf of an ANSP with insufficient capacity,
with a lot of implementation complexity: who pays? How is
the data distributed? How is the opportunity identified?
The SESAR3 Joint Undertaking is coming up with the answers
through virtual centre projects, but there is a wider airspace
design issue that needs to be addressed at network level.
For future concepts like Capacity on Demand, we want more
harmonised sectors. Rather than use sector splitting we need
to use controller tools and automation to increase capacity.
Fundamentally, if any controller could control any bit of
airspace we need to harmonise separation standards and
sector design so that controllers validate on the system and
not the airspace.

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR
INFRASTRUCTURE OWNERSHIP?
Traditionally the Area Control Centre (ACC) is the beating
heart of the national system. Communications, navigation
and surveillance (CNS) is planned around the Flight
Information Region and monitored from the ACC equipment
room. This has also moved on.
ANSPs no longer own large parts of the CNS infrastructure
they rely on. Outsourcing of ground-ground communications
started at least 20 years ago, culminating in Europe with PENS
(pan-European Network Service). GNSS (global navigation
satellite system) is aviation’s use of navigation aids initially
developed for the military (GPS) and citizens (Galileo). The
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"Rather than use sector
splitting we need to use
controller tools and automation
to increase capacity"

SATCOM system used for FANS (Future Air Navigation
Systems) in oceanic airspace is owned and operated by
Inmarsat, and through the Iris project the modern equivalent
will be available in continental Europe. The Aireon spacebased ADS-B system is providing an additional surveillance
source.
In order to provide an air traffic service for a given volume of
airspace, the ANSP is responsible for ensuring adequate CNS
infrastructure for the desired separation standard. Documents
like the ICAO Gold Standard defined the requirements for
communications, navigation and surveillance. The modern
ANSP is using a mix of their own assets and services from the
likes of SITA, Inmarsat, ESSP and Aireon to demonstrate the
safety (and interoperability compliance) of the ATS service.
As we move the more dynamic distribution of sectors to ACCs,
this responsibility needs to become a collective responsibility
of all the ANSPs. The EAAS separates the provision of CNS and
ATM data services from ATS provision with the suggestion
that different business models might emerge in the different
layers, but rightly is silent on what they might be – after all the
market decides.
ATM is of course a unique industry, with market pressures
applied by proxy through Economic Regulation in Europe
(and often just pressure from the customer elsewhere). ATM is
a public service whose provision States have agreed to ensure.
While making some parts of the ATM market contestable
may drive economic benefit for the airlines, the lesson to be
learned from the recent upheavals is more about how risk is
shared and priced into the services.
The main risks are traffic and system development/
deployment costs. Using dynamic airspace sharing as part
of the Demand Capacity Balancing solution set allows
traffic risk to be shared. Think about the Network Manager
collaboratively agreeing the sector opening plan to even

out traffic across the ANSPs, leading to more stable ATCO
requirements and reducing local risks.
Sharing system costs is different. Risk can be taken by both
the supplier and the purchaser. The reason ANSPs are able to
rely on external systems like GPS, Galileo, Aireon and Iris is
that the development and deployment costs were borne by
external providers. To some extent aviation gets a free ride.
ANSPs have traditionally taken the full risk of developing the
ground ATM system. As the requirements become more and
more complex, ANSPs have looked to common procurement
to share that risk (COOPANS and iTech being great examples).
However, with the emerging ATM Data Service Provider
(ADSP) models, it is the ADSP that takes the risk – and if the
ADSP includes the supplier then we are sharing the risk with
the organisation that is best able to control it.
We know we need ATS. We know airspace is sovereign. We
know the military have an important role to play both as
airspace user and service provider. We know the costs of
transitioning to a new system will be high.
Given all that we need to talk more about how risk is shared.
By using the AAS’s “five layer” model we can have a more
nuanced debate about risk. We can foresee sharing risk
with specialist organisations that operate similar systems
within aviation or beyond. We can look at national ANSPs
becoming ATSPs providing flexible and scalable ATS based on
consuming ATM data and CNS services rather than taking the
entire risk of ownership.
In Europe the SESAR programme and the Network Manager
give us the ability to develop and adopt technical solutions
that better manage volatility, but if we are to do so costeffectively we need to address business models and asset
ownership fully. Now is the time to agree on what the ANSP of
the future looks like.
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NATO MEETS CLIMATE
PROTECTION

CHALLENGES AT
GEILENKIRCHEN AIRBASE
Environmental protection
and sustainability are an
integral part of NATO Airbase
Geilenkirchen’s mission,
according to Brigadier
General Stefan Neumann,
Commander E-3A Component,
NATO Airborne Early Warning
and Control Force.

Another important goal is to reduce waste and promote
recycling. Multiple recycling systems are in operation,
even on board our NATO E-3A aircraft, ensuring the correct
segregation of waste such as plastic, paper, toner cartridges,
food waste, electronic waste, batteries and hazardous
recyclable waste. In the year 2020 alone, recycling levels of
33% were recorded. The recent introduction of biodegradable
food containers by the on-base food provider is another small
but important step to reduce waste.

The NATO Geilenkirchen Airbase leadership team has an
ongoing commitment to environmental protection and
sustainability. Its Environmental Protection Office was set
up back in 1990s, developed along the lines of the standards
laid out in ISO 14001 (Environmental Management Systems).
The office facilitates numerous training courses and raises
environmental awareness among base personnel and has
seen the implementation of numerous improvements. A
primary goal is to reduce energy and water consumption
and this is already in progress. Electricity consumption has
reduced by almost 20% since 2000, and it is anticipated that
this will reduce further after the implementation of more
energy-efficient solutions, for example, by introducing LED
lighting. Water consumption has also reduced by almost 40%
in the same timeframe. The base is self-sufficient, operating
and managing its own water wells, enabling the timely and
cost-effective repair of leakages and faults.

Although environmental protection is an important part of
sustainability, the wellbeing of humans and wildlife cannot be
ignored. NATO Airbase Geilenkirchen has consulted closely
with political leaders and local civilian representatives over
many years and several changes have been implemented –
for example, flight movements above the Netherlands have
almost halved, night flights are limited, and an agreement
is in place to avoid flying over densely populated residential
areas, whenever possible. There are also several breeding and
resting sites within the base boundary for rare and threatened
species with protected habitats, overseen by a specialist
manager for environmental protection who ensures wildlife
is not endangered by the airbase’s mission.

But the effort doesn’t stop at infrastructure. The NATO
Airborne Early Warning and Control Force (NAEW&CF) has
increased usage of advanced aircraft and mission simulators
to provide effective aircrew and mission crew training,
reducing the need for physical training, thereby saving
3,400 aircraft hours a year and reducing aviation fuel usage
by approximately 41 million pounds a year. In this way the
NAEW&CF has effectively managed resources placing a
greater emphasis on operational requirements. From an
engineering perspective, extensive investigation is being
carried out to source sustainable materials to replace those
hazardous materials currently used in aircraft maintenance.
The goal is to make flight operations more environmentally
friendly and as sustainable as possible.

The primary task of the NAEW&CF is to fulfill all operational
requirements. But this difficult task has been met with a
significant emphasis on environmental protection and
sustainability. 
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ALL-WEATHER OPERATIONS
TECHNOLOGIES CAN HELP
SAFELY STOP DELAYS

From international travel to global supply chains, today’s
just-in-time world means aircraft must operate with high
load factors, maximum utilisation and quick turnarounds.
Changing climate patterns threaten to disrupt these complex
networks with more frequent and extreme weather events.
In Europe alone, weather can contribute to up to 40% of
delays, diversions and cancellations. In addition to the fuel
savings realised when pilots avoid a “go-around” in bad
weather, there are carbon emissions saved – as much as a
half-ton for a narrowbody aircraft and more than a ton for a
widebody.
Regulators around the world are providing updated
frameworks to support All-Weather Operations (AWO) that
enhance sustainability efforts and help flight crews ensure
on time performance across expanded routes. AWO is an
increasingly important operational philosophy made possible
by complementary technologies that enable commercial
airlines and cargo operators to optimise their route networks.
Collins Aerospace is connecting taxi, take-off, cruise, approach
and landing technologies to help streamline all phases of gateto-gate operations. Solutions range from Global Navigation
Satellite Systems (GNSS) to combined vision systems, and
intelligent weather radar to advanced air data systems.
Among the most critical of these components are the enhanced
navigation aids that can reduce flight crew dependence on
ground infrastructure and instrument landing systems that
can help pilots land more safely in low visibility conditions.
These performance-based navigation tools, including
Satellite-Based Augmentation Systems and Localiser
Performance with Vertical Guidance (SBAS/LPV), are helping
improve on-time performance and sustainable operations
through the availability of resilient, high integrity position,
speed and time in all flight phases regardless of weather
conditions.
Also available to help pilots see the runway in low-visibility
conditions are Enhanced Flight Vision System (EFVS)

technologies available via Head Up Displays (HUD). A HUD
enables pilots to fly with their heads up so their eyes are
focused on an augmented reality view of their operating
environment. Then enhanced vision systems use multiple
infrared and visible light cameras to “see through” poor
visibility conditions better than the human eye. When pilots
view this camera video through the head-up displays, it allows
them to better identify the runway environment regardless of
what the weather might be.
The increased situational awareness provided by EFVS has
the potential to increase safety by ensuring pilots remain
well equipped to anticipate changes in their operational
environments. It also offers significant economic advantages
for commercial airlines and cargo operators by reducing
go-arounds and missed approaches caused by low-visibility
conditions.
These comprehensive All-Weather Operations solutions are
either currently available on or being certified for the next
generation of aircraft. Collins is actively working with aircraft
manufacturers and industry partners to enable safer, more
efficient and more sustainable air travel anywhere in the
world and in any conditions.
For more information, visit their website at
www.collinsaerospace.com/stopdelays.
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MAKING THE
MULTIMODAL
DREAM COME
TRUE
The transport of tomorrow will
need to be provided by a fully
integrated multimodal system
which combines efficiency
while minimising its impact
on the environment, says
Josef Doppelbauer, Executive
Director, European Union
Agency for Railways.
Mobility and transport are vital in helping us to meet
fundamental personal and societal needs such as education,
work, and leisure, to provide us with food, and to enable our
interaction with other people. But mobility and transport
come at a price, seriously impacting the environment and the
climate. The COVID pandemic has reminded us that certain
types of transport can be avoided, but others (such as the
supplying of food and the disposal of waste) cannot.
Experts agree that the mobility of tomorrow will be provided
by a fully integrated multimodal transport system, which gets
people and goods from A to B as quickly as possible, while
minimally impacting the environment, from a greenhousegas emission and an energy efficiency point of view. No

"For transport, soft infrastructure
is equally important and
digitalisation offers many
opportunities to improve the
service and reduce costs"
single transport mode is perfect – we need the optimum mix
of air, road and rail, to provide a service that is convenient,
affordable, safe and environmentally friendly.
Thanks to digital connectivity, customers will be able to book
their journey in a few clicks, and will be offered a wealth of
information before, during and after their journey to offer
them the best travel options and services. The dream is an
efficient and fully connected transport network, which runs
our decarbonised economy, and offers affordable and safe
travel and transportation options to Europe’s citizens.
Infrastructure plays a key role in transport and mobility –
infrastructure aspects need of course to be scaled for demand
– and for resilience, not least against extreme weather
events. When we speak of infrastructure, we usually refer to
hard, physical infrastructure such as railway lines, tunnels
and bridges. But for transport, soft infrastructure is equally
important and digitalisation offers many opportunities to
improve the service and reduce costs. For example, 5G mobile
communications can contribute to a reduction of fixed cost in
infrastructure. Multimodal transport chains fundamentally
rely on communication networks and data sharing. These
integrated transport chains will then also provide the
necessary redundancy for resilience.
If we wish to reach the climate goals of the European Green
Deal, we must change our thinking on many different levels
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1. Combine different modes
at various stages of the
same journey

2. Fair conditions, considering
social and environmental
aspects
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congestion – self-blocking

Automotive:
autonomous
electrical

 An efficient transport network is
key for society and economy –
decarbonisation and safety

+ exploit best features of each modeneed integration! Hassle-free

Regulation

Financing
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Technology, AI,
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Digital assets

3. Importance of data and
data integration

4. Soft and hard infrastructure,
holistic view of investment

Fully integrated
multimodal transport
system by 2050

 Get people and goods from A to
B as quickly, efficiently and in as
non-polluting a way as possible

FIGURE I – THE MOBILITY OF TOMORROW

"If we wish to reach the climate
goals of the European Green
Deal, we must change our
thinking on many different levels
to make our dream reality"
to make our dream reality. Starting with pure logistics, we
must increase the number of intermodal nodes both for
passenger and freight – a journey rarely begins and ends
with the same transport mode, so we will have to work on
our infrastructure. And doing that requires a new mindset
on behalf of the political decision-makers – from national
to European, from single-modal to multimodal thinking.
Planning, operation, regulation and investment in transport
modes are today mostly undertaken in isolation. It appears
to be pointless to plan huge infrastructure projects without
considering the needs of neighbouring countries and regions;
and similarly, there is no point in trying to solve the capacity
problems in one transport mode without considering the
impact upstream or downstream. Hence, we can formulate
our vision of a sustainable, safe European transport system
without frontiers.
Holistic investment decisions need a fair consideration of the
environmental impact, meaning greenhouse gas emissions
and energy consumption per unit of transport (passenger
km or tonne km), as well as the respective variable and fixed
costs (see Fig. 1). Rail has advantages: the ability to handle
high numbers of passengers and high freight volumes (one
freight train might replace 50 trucks), and efficiency over
longer distances. Complementarity can be exploited between
competing transport modes such as air and rail – this would
mean connecting major airports to the long-distance rail
network and offering integrated booking options.

The implications of these considerations are that there shall
be no technical and operational boundaries, full freedom of
movement and standardisation (to profit from economies
of scale); safety will also benefit from learning through
information sharing.
Thus, we arrive at the problem of defining technical standards
for the interaction between modes of transport. The European
Union Agency for Railways in its 2022 proposal for a revised
legislative package for the Technical Specifications for
Interoperability (TSI) has added a multimodal dimension,
accounting for the different spheres of interaction between
different modes. There will be standards for the exchange of
information, others are purely about setting dimensions and
other technical parameters that facilitate the handover of
passengers and freight from one transport mode to another.
Proposed new transport modes need to be assessed on how
well these would integrate with other modes and whether
there would be any economical or environmental benefits
from adding new solutions.
Digitalisation is as mentioned playing a decisive role in
this, meaning standardisation efforts need to include
digital aspects as well. Common standards for ticketing and
providing passenger information are one part of the job;
another aspect is to enable smarter traffic management,
automation and capacity increase on existing infrastructure.
Because the future will not only hold challenges in terms
of carbon reduction, energy efficiency and greening of
transport – we will also have to simply transport more on the
infrastructure that exists today. Pertinent telecommunication
standards like 5G will play a much larger role in multimodal
communication and are a vital part of the Future Railway
Mobile Communication System (FRMCS) for the European
railway system. As with any technology, there are risks and
opportunities of digitalisation, including cyber security,
highlighting the need for cyber resilience of transport and
communication networks.
From a European transport perspective, rail transport between
regions across borders in Europe has not exactly been a success
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story. Railway networks in Europe have been created from
the perspective of national needs, and the national networks
are still managed by state-owned (monopoly) infrastructure
managers. Their functions will have to evolve to managers
of transport streams that do not stop at national borders.
Better coordination among infrastructure managers is
imperative, especially when it comes to path allocation and to
the management of extraordinary (crisis) management. One
could think of a European entity for rail transport planning
and capacity management, modelled after EUROCONTROL.
There are now new dynamics to strengthen long-distance rail
passenger services – such services need interoperable train
sets, but most probably will also need financial support and
cooperation between the various stakeholders in the value
chain. Such a cooperation model has already been effective
for night train services.
European thinking on behalf of the decision-makers, technical
standards that describe the architecture for the integration of
transport modes, investment in multimodal nodal connection
points for both freight and passenger transport – these are
the main challenges for making the multimodal dream
come true. These seem like high barriers to cross – but very
simple measures may already lead to great beneficial effects
for transport in Europe. While efforts need to be undertaken
to decarbonise each individual mode of transport, political
choices need to be made based on the environmental
capabilities of the respective mode. For example, if all freight
carried by truck over distances longer than 700km (this is
roughly the distance one driver can manage in one day) were
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"Rail transport between
regions across borders in
Europe has not exactly
been a success story"

moved to rail, we could instantly save up to 40 million tonnes
in CO2 emissions (see Fig. 2) – and at the same time take a lot
of lorries off our roads, thereby making them less congested
and much safer.
This is just a simple calculation that demonstrates the
potential benefit of multimodal transport; in the multimodal
logistical chain, all modes of transport have a key role to play,
allowing us to make the best use of the respective strengths of
each mode. Holistic change across the transport system will
also require us to put a price on carbon, and to set achievable
emission targets as binding objectives for the different
transport modes – but with a clear priority on those transport
modes that are inherently low carbon footprint. A new,
climate-conscious generation is making its voice heard, it will
be thanks to them that we can make this multimodal dream
come true.


2018
Modal shift
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FIG. 2 – BENEFITS OF SHIFTING FREIGHT TO RAIL
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ENAIRE BOOSTS
RESILIENCE

IN EUROPEAN AIR
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
The Spanish Air Navigation
Service Provider is helping the
aviation sector to be part of the
solution to Europe's current
environmental problems,
writes Chief Executive Officer
Ángel Luis Arias.

Radar ENAIRE As Pontes (Coruña, Spain)
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The aviation sector has been severely affected since 2020 first
by the drastic reduction in the number of flights due to the
COVID-19 pandemic and second by the effects of the war in
Ukraine.
The figures point to more than two years of serious setbacks.
In 2020, ENAIRE managed a little over 851,000 flights, barely
equivalent to 40% of the traffic it had managed a year earlier.
In 2021, the number of flights handled by ENAIRE exceeded 1.2
million, which was equivalent to 55% of the flights reported
in 2019, a record year. However, EUROCONTROL's statistics
showing a bounce-back in air traffic, and the containment of
the COVID-19 pandemic around the world, gave us reason to
be moderately optimistic in the final months of last year and
the first months of this one, at a time when ENAIRE, together
with other air navigation operators, paved the way for the
emerging recovery of the sector in Europe.
The destabilisation resulting from the escalating conflict
in Ukraine has again called this recovery into question, a
recovery that just a few months ago seemed to have settled on
a clearly upward trend. We have been reading and listening to
analyses of all kinds over the last few months regarding the
consequences that this disastrous conflict might have on a
sector as important for aviation as tourism, and thus on this
summer's campaign.
The war in Ukraine has caused an energy crisis and
skyrocketing inflation in Europe that is affecting every
production sector, situations to which the aviation sector
has to respond with determination, boldness and a spirit of
international cooperation.
Firstly, because capitulating or doing nothing can never be an
option. And secondly, because we all got a lesson in resilience
as a result of the paralysed economy and mobility during the
disastrous year that was 2020. We are all committed to the
hope that aviation will continue to be a driver of economic
and social growth and development.
ENAIRE is keenly aware of the lessons learned over the past
two years, lessons it has been able to incorporate into its
strategic plan to face this moment of global economic crisis
and geopolitical tension.
ENAIRE's commitment to the recovery of the aviation sector is
present across the board in its strategic plan 2021-2025 (called
"Flight Plan 2025"), which includes the operational, technical,
human resources, investment and strategic measures needed
to reaffirm, and even try to improve, our leadership position
as an Air Navigation Service Provider (ANSP) at a time of crisis
and structural changes.
Flight Plan 2025 was designed to ensure an improvement in
the organisation's efficiency, productivity and flexibility, with
the aim of providing a better service to its customers, being
more competitive and contributing to the recovery of the
aviation sector, boosting ENAIRE's internationalisation and
contributing to sustainable air mobility with more efficient
routes and the flexible use of airspace to prevent the emission
of 185,000 tonnes of CO2 in five years. The roadmap is fully
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"The destabilisation resulting
from the escalating conflict
in Ukraine has again called
this recovery into question"

consistent with the 2030 Safe, Sustainable and Connected
Mobility Strategy of the Ministry of Transport, Mobility
and the Urban Agenda, and with the Government of Spain's
Recovery, Transformation and Resilience Plan.
Flight Plan 2025 includes three highly relevant needs among
providers of air traffic management services: respond to the
structural changes that European ATM is facing; having an
air traffic management (ATM) system that is more scalable,
and thus better adaptable to traffic demand, and being more
resilient by procuring mechanisms that can provide a fast and
effective response in extraordinary situations.
In this regard, by the summer 2021 season ENAIRE
implemented an Air Navigation Services Recovery Plan that
focused on setting up measures to ensure the health and
continued proficiency of its air traffic controllers, the goal
being to continue providing improved services with the
highest continuity and quality guarantees. This plan allowed
ENAIRE to successfully resume its air traffic control services
gradually, in response to demand, yielding the safety and
efficiency reflected in EUROCONTROL's statistics on air traffic
trends, which always showed Spain at or near the top.
For this summer and next, as well as for the next two winter
seasons – which are crucial for the Canary Islands – ENAIRE
also has an ambitious action plan involving technical,
operational and airspace restructuring projects, the "20222023 Summer Plan", which was developed in collaboration
with air carriers and associations. It contains the national and
international technical, operational and human resources
measures needed to achieve the best possible safety, efficiency,
service quality and sustainability ratings.
This plan also considers the implementation of unrestricted
routes so that airlines can fly on optimised, phased trajectories
in 2022 and 2023-2024; new tools for flow control and dynamic
airspace sectors, and improvements in the arrival and
departure procedures at airports and terminal control areas
of the main airports in the Aena network. Examples of this
include the implementation of parallel independent runway
approaches at the Adolfo Suárez Madrid-Barajas Airport and
improvements to the approach and departure procedures at
the Josep Tarradellas Barcelona-El Prat Airport.
ENAIRE has also made upgrades to the air traffic management
system, SATCA (Automated System of Air Traffic Control /
Sistema Automatizado de Control de Tránsito Aéreo), both in
centres and control towers, and has implemented contingency
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"ENAIRE also has an ambitious
action plan involving technical,
operational and airspace
restructuring projects, the
2022-2023 Summer Plan"
measures, in an effort to be more competitive and effective in
carrying out its duties as Spain's national ANSP.
Of note in the area of improving competitiveness and
contributing to the recovery of the sector is its strategy for
reducing air navigation fees, as well as a firm commitment
to invest over EUR 737 million from 2021 to 2025. The scale
of this investment will allow ENAIRE to continue promoting
innovation projects such as Startical (together with Indra),
which seeks to deploy a network of over 200 small satellites
to provide satellite-based ADS-B surveillance services and
VHF voice and data communications on a global scale; or
to promote urban air mobility by developing the U-space
platform for the automated and digital management of
drone traffic. ENAIRE is ready to roll out this system for the
automated management of drone operations beyond visual
line of sight in airspace volumes called "U-Space airspace";
and specifically, for the centralised management of CIS
(Common Information Services), which are essential to safely

support drone operations once the new European Regulation
enters into force in January 2023.
At times like these, it is crucial to keep pushing for a policy of
international cooperation so that we can face the future with
confidence. ENAIRE currently holds the rotating presidency
of the Steering Board (CEOs) of the A6 Alliance, from which
it will be able to assert its commitment to the recovery of the
aviation sector and advance the development of the SESAR
programme (the technological component of the Single
European Digital Sky initiative), along with other European
leading ANSPs.
Similarly, ENAIRE's activities at European level, both in
terms of its day-to-day operations and its future planning,
are taking on increased importance. Those carried out
since the presidency of the Group of Operations Directors
of EUROCONTROL, the Working Group with France led by
ENAIRE with EUROCONTROL and DSNA, the French ANSP,
and the Spain/Portugal Functional Airspace Block are
good proof of this strategic commitment to international
cooperation.
The future is uncertain in a Europe that, after facing down
an unknown virus, must now overcome an economic crisis
and a moment of geopolitical instability as the result of a war
being waged just beyond its borders. ENAIRE is determined to
help the aviation sector continue to be part of the solution to
Europe's current problems. 
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“AVIATION OUTLOOK 2050:
AIR TRAFFIC FORECAST
SHOWS AVIATION PATHWAY

TO NET ZERO
CO2 EMISSIONS”

EUROCONTROL’s April 2022 Aviation Outlook 2050 report
is a strategically important, independent view of the future
evolution of Europe’s aviation industry and considers whether
and how the industry will be able to meet its target of net
carbon neutrality by 2050. Marylin Bastin, EUROCONTROL's
Head of Aviation Sustainability and Denis Huet,
EUROCONTROL's Head of Aviation Intelligence, report.
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“Traffic is still expected to grow
over the next 30 years but with a
10-year lag compared to the last
long term forecast (2018). No single
solution will enable aviation to
achieve net zero CO2, but in all
scenarios here it is the scaling up
of the production, distribution and
use of SAF that makes the major
contribution in the long term,
with operational improvements
helping more immediately.”
Europe’s aviation industry will be able to reach its target of netzero carbon emissions by 2050, according to EUROCONTROL’s
new Aviation Outlook 2050 report, but only if there is more
closely aligned industry cooperation to meet European Union
(EU) Green Deal targets and focused investment by Member
States in areas such as increasing the scale up of sustainable
aviation fuels (SAF) and market-based measures.
This is the first time that EUROCONTROL has published
an integrated forecast of flights and carbon dioxide (CO2)
emissions, combining the expertise of the Agency’s traffic
forecasters and aviation sustainability experts. This report
is complemented by the EUROCONTROL Objective Skygreen
Think Paper and report (see Objective Skygreen: Reducing
aviation emissions by 55% by 2030) looking in much more
details at the elements leading to the achievability of emission
targets set for 2030.
"The 2050 challenging objective is achievable, but it will not be
easy – requiring coordinated action by aircraft manufacturers,
airlines, airports, fuel companies, air navigation service
providers, the EUROCONTROL Network Manager and,
crucially, governments and regulators," according to
EUROCONTROL Director General Eamonn Brennan.
The report predicts there will most probably be 16 million
flights in 2050, which is an increase in demand of 44% over
2019 at an average annual rise of 1.2% per year. This “mostlikely” flight forecast presents a 10-year lag compared to the
previous long-term traffic forecast (EUROCONTROL 2018
“Challenges to Growth” report). Asia-Pacific and the Middle
East will be the most dynamic markets, despite the current
measures in place to prohibit flights over Russian and
Ukrainian airspace.

The report considers the environmental consequences of
this. It predicts long-haul flights will continue to be the major
source of CO2 emissions. Revolutionary fleet renewal (using
electric or hydrogen propulsion) represents 2% of the 279
million tonnes of CO2 emissions savings required to meet the
net zero target therefore the remaining required reduction in
CO2 emissions will have to come from greater use of SAFs, ATM
and operational improvements and out-of-sector measures.
Another key finding is that a relative contribution of eight per
cent reduction in CO2 in 2030 to achieve the 2030 target will
be possible through improved air traffic management (ATM)
and airline operations, say the forecasters.
“This is an important short-term benefit which doesn’t require
us to wait for new aircraft technology,” said Marylin Bastin,
Head of Aviation Sustainability at EUROCONTROL and one
of the authors of the report. There is currently a “pool” of
fuel inefficiency in the ATM network of around 8.6%-11.2%,
according to EUROCONTROL’s December 2021 Environmental
Assessment: European ATM Network Fuel Inefficiency Study. This
shows that all ATM actors also have a role to play to achieve net
zero emission and this work can be achieved on shorter terms
compared to other decarbonisation measures. “The Network
Manager together with the ATM stakeholders have improved
fuel efficiency by 5% in 2020 over the crisis period by getting
rid of network constraints (RAD),” said Marylin Bastin. “At the
same time, it’s also important to work on capacity and to find
synergies between capacity and environment as it doesn’t
make sense to optimise trajectories if we then have several
minutes of holding time at the airport."
One of the major challenges is for all stakeholders to agree on
the definition of an optimal flight trajectory and to balance
the trade-offs between environmental protection, delays and
cost. A solution could be to further explore the concepts of
enhanced Demand Capacity Balance (DCB) and trajectory
brokering.
One of the biggest challenges facing the forecasters is to
develop reliable forecasts at a time of unprecedented political,
economic and industrial volatility. The forecast takes into
account the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and predicts
FLIGHT FORECAST FOR EUROPE, WITH TOTAL GROWTH
BETWEEN 2019 AND 2050
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“We don’t see any decrease in traffic by 2050,” said Denis Huet,
Head of Aviation Intelligence. “We see an increase in fast
train services and some individual States could be impacted
by social pressure to reduce flights but overall, on a European
Civil Aviation Conference (ECAC) level, we see demand for air
travel continuing to rise.”
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BY 2050, CO2 EMISSIONS (NET OF SAF, FLEET AND OPERATIONAL IMPROVEMENTS) ARE REDUCED BY ABOUT 41% COMPARED TO
2005 IN THE BASE SCENARIO

a slow growth rate when the pre-pandemic traffic levels are
reached. But the longer-term impacts of the 2022 Russian
invasion of Ukraine have not been outlined, though will be
absorbed within the bands of high- and low-demand bands,
say the report authors.
“COVID-19 broke the link between economic growth and
demand for air travel, but it is on the mend, even if in the
future demand will increase more slowly,” said Denis Huet.
One conclusion of the report is somewhat counter-intuitive:
the faster the industry grows the faster it will be able to
decarbonise. “If the business is healthy, airlines have more
capabilities to invest in environmental-saving technologies,”
according to Marylin Bastin. In the optimistic “high-growth”
scenario CO2 emissions (net of SAF, fleet and operational
improvements) are reduced by about 65% compared to 2005
levels. In the “base” and most likely scenario the improvement
is only 41%.
The report authors expect six new aircraft types introduced
between 2025 and 2035 – including Boeing 737 and Airbus
A320 replacements with 30% average better fuel consumption
– and six other new types between 2035 and 2050, including
four revolutionary (electric or hydrogen) short-haul airliners.
This is a more modest estimation of when radical new aircraft
might become available than the figures suggested by the
Destination 2050 report prepared by Europe’s main aviation
trade associations.
“There might be some hybrid electric aircraft by 2050 but not
many, if you consider the time to develop these aircraft and
certify them,” said Denis Huet. "In any case, they will not be
operating on long-haul routes by that date."
And this is important. EUROCONTROL forecasters highlight
the fact that a small minority of flights – those over 4,000
km – are responsible for around half of all CO2 emissions. “All
three scenarios forecast that the share of long-haul flights
will increase by 2050. Over this time horizon, it will remain

difficult to substitute for long-haul flying so the CO2 efficiency
of SAF will be key,” says the report.

WHAT EVIDENCE IS THERE THAT
GOVERNMENTS ARE SUPPORTING SAF
DEPLOYMENT?
“We have developed a SAF map which tracks policy actions
taken by European States and industry initiatives,” said
Marylin Bastin. “Currently the level of SAF availability is
quite low but we are looking to work together with Member
States to understand their stringent commitments and
comprehensive sets of measures to scale up SAF. Many
States are very ambitious in this area but the main problem
is a lack of harmonisation between the levels of ambition. In
our base scenario we have taken account of this and in our
high scenario we reflect the commitment of States who have
pledged to go further, faster.” 
LONG-HAUL CONTINUES TO BE THE SOURCE OF THE
MAJORITY OF CO2 EMISSIONS TIMELINE IN THE ALL SCENARIO
(INCLUDING
BASE)
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OBJECTIVE SKYGREEN:
REDUCING AVIATION EMISSIONS
BY 55% BY 2030
In May 2022 EUROCONTROL published its thinkpaper and report (https://www.eurocontrol.int/
publication/objective-skygreen-2022-2030) on
how the industry can make substantial environmental
improvements over the next few years. The key
conclusions are:
 A 55% CO2 emissions reduction target by 2030 is
achievable in ALL scenarios but this relies heavily
on market-based measures.
 The High scenario with the most traffic is
counterintuitively the most efficient to reach net
zero emissions by 2050 at lower cost, as higher
revenues will drive increased investment in new
technology.
 Policy-driven decarbonisation measures will add
EUR54.8-EUR62.0 billion in additional costs across
the EUROCONTROL Network Manager area over
the period 2022-2030 if all industry-driven actions
are excluded, such as ATM optimisation (including
SES), fleet update/ renewal, and increased SAF
usage…
 …but applying industry-driven measures can
drastically reduce the cost of decarbonisation
measures by EUR32.9-EUR45.7 billion over the
same period.
 The most important industry-driven measure is
increasing SAF usage; for this to become a reality,
the ReFuelEU Aviation initiative is essential in
enabling a swift ramp up of SAF production and
usage.
 For the period 2022-2030, the extra cost of a 5%
SAF blending share compared to 100% kerosene is
estimated to be EUR10 billion in the base scenario,
reaching EUR2.1 billion in 2030.
 Industry-driven measures can deliver 13.4%-24.1%
of the net emissions savings, depending on the
pace of decarbonisation.
 To reduce CO2 emissions quicker, airlines should
accelerate the pace of fleet renewal by 3-7 years
to ensure they operate the most efficient new
technology.
 We need to accelerate aviation decarbonisation by
prioritising actions, fostering the transition (e.g.
by offering financial support and encouraging
alliances), and balancing taxation with the need
for aviation to recover.

THIRTY-YEAR FORECAST
(2022-2050 HIGHLIGHTS)
In April 2022 EUROCONTROL published its report
“EUROCONTROL Aviation Outlook 2050” which
presents an integrated long-term traffic forecast together
with a net CO2 forecast, based on the expertise of the
Agency’s traffic forecasters and aviation sustainability
experts:
 The ‘most likely’ scenario forecasts 16 million
flights by 2050, up to 44% over 2019…
 … with a range of 13.2 million in a low growth
scenario to 19.6 million at high growth
 This represents a 10-year lag compared to the
previous long-term traffic forecast published in
2018 (“EUROCONTROL Challenges to Growth”
report), mainly due to the COVID crisis since March
2020.
 Middle East and Asia Pacific are expected to be the
fastest growing sectors.
By 2050, long-haul flights will continue to be the major
source of CO2 emissions; Net Zero CO2 will be achievable
but it will be very challenging, relying heavily on the
development and availability of SAF as well as still
requiring market-based measures.
The principal ways by which aviation will become more
sustainable (and their respective relative contribution in
2050 to the ‘most likely’ scenario) are:
 Evolutionary improvements to aircraft and
engines, making them more efficient (17%);
 Revolutionary new aircraft technologies, such as
the deployment of electric and hydrogen-powered
aircraft, together with the required infrastructure
(2%);
 More efficient flights, thanks to operational
improvements such as improved air traffic
management and aircraft operations (8%);
 Gradually increasing use of sustainable aviation
fuels (SAF): 41%;
 Other measures (e.g. Market-based measures,
carbon capture): 32%.
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“THE NEW NETWORK
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
WILL BE A FUNDAMENTAL
ENABLER TO IMPROVED

TRAJECTORY
MANAGEMENT”

What has been the impact of the war in Ukraine
on the network?

For Iacopo Prissinotti,
Director of the
EUROCONTROL Network
Management Directorate,
there are signs of real
optimism that the aviation
recovery, future demand and
volatile operating conditions
can all be accommodated
in a more resilient network
enhanced by new technology
and a strong willingness
to cooperate among key
stakeholders.

We have around 350 fewer flights to and from Russia each
day and we have some restricted airspace areas such as the
eastern parts of Poland and Hungary. Long-haul flights
between Europe and the Far East are having to fly considerably
longer; most of the airliners are not equipped to overfly the
Himalayas – because of the weight of the extra components
– so they have to fly more southerly or westerly routes. This
adds between one-and-a-half hours and four hours to the
flight, depending on destination and origin.
Traffic flows that have shifted slightly west or south have been
well absorbed without any significant increase in delays.
There is another possible impact we are analysing. The rise in
oil prices and a consequent rise in ticket prices, which for the
moment has been counter balanced by a continuing strong
demand for travel.

Will it be possible to reach 2019 traffic levels
without excessive delays and disruptions as a
result of capacity constraints?
The EUROCONTROL Network Manager (NM) in partnership
with airlines, air navigation service providers (ANSPs),
military and airports is putting in place an unprecedented
coordination to achieve the best performance in the network
while traffic is growing to 2019 levels.
There are three main elements to consider in order to achieve
such performance.
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1.

There is an underlying demand for more air travel which
is likely to see us reaching 100% of 2019 levels this
summer in some areas of the network.

2.

There is volatility in the system as airlines ramp up their
business. This requires a lot of re-adaptation in planning
so this volatility will persist during the summer period.

3.

We have additional complexity with the war in Ukraine,
the implementation of the 4Flight system in France and
the airports quickly having to add capacity. Some airports
will be well prepared whilst others will struggle to quickly
add and train the staff needed. If there are significant
airport problems in the morning in one major airport,
these spread throughout the ATM network, creating a
snowball effect.

Considering the above points, our main focus is on
developing a stable plan by moving flights on routes around
congested areas like we did in 2019. In 2018 this plan was
not fully in place. The forecasted average delay per flight
in the 2018 network plan was 1.5 minutes and we ended up
with a situation that was often chaotic with huge delays in
specific areas – bottlenecks. In 2019 there were similar levels
of network delays but the overall situation was much better
as we put in place a plan with measures to spread the traffic
across the network with almost no disruption.
The biggest problem is bottlenecks. If there is a major
bottleneck which causes aircraft to be stranded on the ground
for three hours, airlines will re-plan their schedules but in
a disorganised way which will lead to longer routes, level
cappings and delays in other areas where there should be
none. This must not happen.
So in situations when traffic demand exceeds capacity we
put in place measures that create small delays or small route
extensions fairly spread across airspace users, but without
major disruptions. In 2019 we put these measures in place
after talking to ANSPs and airlines to manage this process.
It was a titanic effort but everyone agreed to it resulting in a
plan for the summer which enabled us to manage demand,
still with some delays, but without a significant disruption in
the network.
On top of this cooperative work with operations experts, I’m
discussing with airline executives their active role in network
planning since the only way to succeed as a European network
is to have airlines participating in the planning process.

How will the new integrated Network
Management (iNM) technologies and procedures
currently under development improve the
performance of the network?
Since I arrived two-and-a-half-years ago, EUROCONTROL has
dramatically changed its strategy for system operations and
system evolution. We have the iNM roadmap well in place
and the system will be operational as from 2024. The new
operations room is already half completed and we are moving

at a pace very different from legacy systems where changes
take a very long time to develop and deploy.
This year we will deploy software release 26 of our legacy
system. I have just approved the final legacy system release 27
for next year. In 2024, we will have the new system.
One of the first new deliverables will be the next digital and
integrated version of the European AIS Database (EAD) and
Central Airspace and Capacity Database (CACD). After that,
you will start to see incremental improvements across the
board.
The new system will essentially allow us to bring all partners
into the network operations function and integrate local
performance improvements into the common system. There
will be a single value-chain concept where, from research and
development to operations, it’s one single process that will be
a fundamental enabler of improved trajectory management.
We will be able to ensure that the flight planned trajectory
will be managed in an optimal way integrating, via advanced
data processing capability, the trajectory with dynamic
aeronautical data fully integrated with static data. This will
allow us to optimise the business-to-business service, or
business-to-customer as it will become. There will be a new
way of interfacing in terms of an app-based human-machineinterface (HMI) approach.

"Our main focus is on
developing a stable
plan by moving flights
on routes around
congested areas like
we did in 2019"
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This is evolving the role of the Network Manager
from planning and flow control to also supporting
the actual management and execution of the
flight.
We believe it is important to have trajectory and network
information – including constraints of sectors, weather and
so on – available for every qualified stakeholder to use.
The operational concept evolution will see more automation
and artificial intelligence become available to manage air
traffic.
To integrate all this will take time and all these technological
developments need to be part of a single value chain of
deployment.
That’s why we are closely coordinating with the SESAR3
programme and the SESAR Deployment Manager of which
we are now part because it needs to be a single line of effort.
Key target is to significantly reduce aviation’s impact on
the environment, especially carbon dioxide emissions.
Simulations have shown that we can reduce the potential
impact levels significantly over a disorganised system of air
traffic management.
We have to manage business growth as efficiently as possible
and in a way which is as environmentally responsible as
possible.
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"The new system will essentially
allow us to bring all partners
into the network operations
function and integrate local
performance improvements
into the common system"
In the next years traffic levels will grow significantly and we
will need new iNM and ANSPs capabilities to be in place. If
you don’t have both, and if you don’t have strong planning
partnerships between airlines, ANSPs and airports, then the
separation of the infrastructure from operations is such that it
will not be manageable. And I don’t think we can afford that.
The good news is the level of cooperation between
stakeholders is excellent. The challenge of COVID brought us
closer together and now our airline customers see that ATM is
not just a collateral issue but can really generate value.
The modernisation of iNM and the ANSPs is ongoing with a
coordinated network approach and this makes me think very
positively about the future of aviation. 
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"ENAIRE AIMS AT
BECOMING THE
U-SPACE COMMON
INFORMATION SERVICE
PROVIDER IN SPAIN"
ENAIRE, Spain's national air navigation service provider,
firmly believes that drones are more than just airspace users
who have come to stay; they will shape the digital evolution
of air traffic control so, ultimately, there will be no distinction
between manned and unmanned aviation.

Will concurrent operations between drones and
traditional flights will be possible soon?
The U-space concept is being developed in Europe, comprising
an airspace volume segregated from conventional aviation
where several digital services are provided. Such services
support the management of many drone operations in a
digital and automatic manner.
The Ministry of Transport, Mobility and Urban Agenda,
through ENAIRE, is contributing to U-space implementation.
We are preparing to become the Common Information Service
Provider within this ecosystem, providing all required data
for drone/UAS operators within a competitive marketplace of
U-space Service Providers.

What tools does ENAIRE have for drones currently?
ENAIRE has developed the ENAIRE Drones tool (drones.
enaire.es) – which allows operators to plan flights and
provides the point of contact to obtain flight authorisations
or coordinate a flight – and ENAIRE Planea (planea.enaire.es),
for professional users to submit flight authorisation requests.
U-space deployment will enable the automatic management
of hundreds of simultaneous operations and we are working
on the development of a U-space Platform, to be developed by
INDRA, which will be available by the end of this year.
This is the first structure to be specified in accordance with
the U-space Regulation approved in April last year. It was
developed following the lessons learned from projects such
as DOMUS and it will give Spain the world’s most advanced
U-space management system, enabling early deployment.
We completed very successful validation tests in February this
year and phase-two trials will start in July, when we will test
common information services system capabilities to support
more than one U-space Service Provider.

What other drone projects are underway within
ENAIRE?
Since 2017 ENAIRE has been very active in projects related
to the operational management of drones. The first U-space
project in Spain was DOMUS, where we led a consortium of 17
companies, most of them Spanish.
We are currently involved in seven European drone-related
projects, including anti-drone systems, accommodation
of RPAS operations in controlled airspace, interoperability
interfaces between drone management and air traffic control
systems and others.
There are three important European projects in which we
are involved which aim to demonstrate the safe and orderly
integration of Urban Air Mobility operations with a minimal
impact on operations currently managed by conventional Air
Traffic Control.
The first is CORUS XUAM, where a Spanish flight campaign
was successfully carried out in March in Castelldefels
(Barcelona). We will soon be participating in U-space4UAM
projects in Villacarrillo (Jaén) in July and in the AMU-LED
project in Santiago in September. Both will simulate air taxi
operations.

What does the European CORUS-XUAM project
comprise?
This project is led by EUROCONTROL and there are up to six
operational validations of Urban Air Mobility taking place in
2022. The Spanish validation in March showed that U-space
services can manage simultaneous last-mile parcel delivery
operations in urban areas with low populations and within
controlled airspace, exploring the interrelation between
delivery with UAS, manned aviation and emergency drone
operations.
The UAS flights were performed in a real setting, namely
Castelldefels beach, very close to the Josep Tarradellas
Barcelona-El Prat Airport, where a total of 200 flights were
coordinated in an automated U-space environment.
Daniel García-Monteavaro, Head of Drone Business
Development at ENAIRE
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“OUR KEY FINANCIAL
PURPOSE IS TO SUPPORT
AND SECURE OUR

OPERATIONAL
STRATEGY”

For Bhev Chandrasena,
the new EUROCONTROL
Chief Financial Officer (CFO)
responsible for the Central
Route Charges Office and
Finance, it is time now to
introduce the right financial
skillsets, tools and procedures
to make the Agency better
equipped to deal with the
many macro-economic
changes now buffeting the
market.
You are new to the industry and EUROCONTROL
– what’s your background?
From an aviation point-of-view I am a relatively recent arrival
though I had a couple of aviation clients when I was trained
at Grant Thornton’s London/Gatwick office. I would say that
I am very much a finance and technology specialist, on top
of my chartered accountancy and corporate treasurer skill
sets. I have worked in several technology posts involved
with digitalisation and was a General Manager of a highgrowth technology and data start-up. Since the credit crisis

in 2008 I have undertaken key leadership roles in finance
transformation – rebooting to move up the finance value
chain to deliver benefits for employers, stakeholders and
customers.

What attracted you to EUROCONTROL?
For me, EUROCONTROL is a data and technology organisation
supporting the industry that moves Europe closer. I love
how data and artificial intelligence can be deployed to
make aviation more sustainable and support regulatory
change. The data which EUROCONTROL can access is key to
supporting the aviation industry to become more adaptable
and we should make the best use of it to improve operations
for all stakeholders and users.
Another reason why I joined the Agency was Eamonn. I have
been impressed by the way he has led the organisation over
the last few years and his visible leadership during COVID-19
crisis was both exemplary and inspirational.

You have joined EUROCONTROL at the most
challenging time in the industry’s history. How do
you think we can improve the current finance and
charging regime to take account of the current
volatile nature of the market, especially in terms
of reducing costs, increasing data analytics and
ensuring resilience?
I would break this into two parts: the challenge and response.
The underlying challenge is a boom-and-bust situation. Noone expected the commercial airline passenger business
to come to a practical halt with such rapidity. Could we have
been better prepared and prevented some of the impact of the
crisis? Under the current system, States and air navigation
service providers (ANSPs) depend on airspace users paying
their charges to support the ANSP business models and the
continuity of air navigation services, with no real competition.
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The key to solvency, a cost-recovery model based on a
relatively constant rate of traffic – has never been put under
the kind of pressure as was seen during the COVID crisis.
On the response side, there are probably design issues that
need to be addressed to support the sustainable progress of
the industry and its resilience. ANSPs should fund “strategic
bets” to improve the sector. By “strategic bets” I mean new
technologies, new ideas to drive operational savings. We need
an analysis of how to improve service delivery, to make the
sector cleaner and with a focus on airspace users and our (in
2019) 200 million travellers.

The route charging regime tends to be rather
formulaic – do you think we can, and should,
change the current framework to encourage more
sustainable aviation practices, for example?
When I see the white contrails of recovery in the clear blue sky
I believe there is no better time to drive new behaviours. I am
a big believer in incentivising behaviour to change the way
things happen. I know it’s tempting not to change the model
in good times but it’s always worth aiming at something
better. Specifically on sustainable aviation, discussions are
under way and progressing. The Central Route Charges Office

"The core competencies
are speed and accuracy.
I would add that we need
operational robustness
and flexibility"
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(CRCO)’s systems, people and processes are ready to support
States and ANSPs in these developments.

Are there any lessons, concepts and technologies
from outside the aviation sector you think
we could adopt to improve our financing and
charging models?
First we need to understand what we do – which is establish
charges based on flight messages, combine these into
bills which are sent out to airspace users, collected and
disbursed back to Member States as soon as possible. The core
competencies are speed and accuracy. I would add that we
need operational robustness and flexibility to ensure that we
can access data and then model and remodel it to bring out
the right insights.
To bring inspiration from the world outside into aviation
I would first look at the telecoms sector where we have
real-time billing based on large amounts of small-value
transactions. What sets the route charges system model apart,
however, is that the charges collected on behalf of States
ensure the funding of a public service and is subject to specific
international and European regulatory frameworks.
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"We need to rethink the entire
contract-to-capitalisation
cycle; from a single year to
a multi-annual basis"
How will the integrated Network Management
(iNM) programme impact your role as CFO?
This is an exciting time for the Agency as we are currently
undergoing a significant capital spend – the largest single
such capex project since EUROCONTROL’s inception. It
goes beyond just iNM and includes also significant targeted
investments across our network.
The programme upgrades key assets across both tangible
and intangible spaces as we make this Agency fit for the
future. This means we need to rethink the entire contractto-capitalisation cycle; from a single year to a multi-annual
basis. This will also move from a static retrospective approach
to a dynamic, forward-looking approach. We will have to
rebuild processes and dedicate a team to manage this spend
to demonstrate transparency and good governance.

Aside from iNM what do you see as the Agency’s
most significant financial challenges?
Our key financial purpose is to support and secure our
operational strategy. Our main financial challenge is to
execute invisibly, efficiently and effectively. We are a people
organisation first and foremost and our largest challenge
comes from the changing human capital asset. The Agency

has set the bar high for the future and there are significant
projects in the pipeline. The success of these will depend on
having key skills at our disposal and identifying how these
talents can fit into our Agency Business Plan. I am working
with our human resource (HR) organisation to build an
Agency People Plan to support our Business Plan to prioritise
projects, identify the skills needed and then add the skill sets
which will be key for our success going forward.

What other changes are you planning?
To be successful and stronger going forward we need the
right tools. We will migrate to Cloud.Financials online, which
is a suite of Oracle tools to help us redesign and move our
organisation to a more modern way of working. It will stretch
us but it will create the necessary tailwinds to providing timely,
accurate and insightful management data. This will support
decision-making and contribute to more robust processes.

How do you see EUROCONTROL’s role in
financing ATM services develop over the next five
years?
This is largely based on opportunity and intent. Prior to
COVID-19 there were few opportunities for major change
and the pandemic is still perceived by many as a one-off. The
Ukraine war has created further opportunities to step up and
support the industry. The one certainty now is that major
changes will be happening again.
We need to be in step with our Member States’ wishes and
needs, as they will dictate our next steps in this respect.
However, this does not excuse us from not being prepared. We
need to have the systems, processes and people in place to be
nimble and ready to provide solutions and recommendations
to all our stakeholders.  

INNOVATION
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INNOVATION IS
FRONT AND CENTRE

OF THE AGENCY’S
RESEARCH STRATEGY

Adopting the new name
EUROCONTROL Innovation
Hub reflects deep-rooted
change at the Agency's
Brétigny research facility,
says Laurent Renou, Head of
Air Transport Innovation at
EUROCONTROL.

Accelerated transformation in the past two years reflects
heightened focus on project implementation as a logical
outcome of research into new concepts and wider partner
engagement. Appointed Head of Air Transport Innovation
in 2020, Laurent Renou is steering the policy shift to reflect
current industry trends. “The focus is on innovation,
industrialisation and deployment. There is still room for
exploratory research, but we can help bridge the gap between
research and implementation.”
The new focus coincides with the start of Europe’s latest
airspace research programme, SESAR 3. The European
Commission initiative aims to deliver the technological
solutions needed to achieve modernisation and digitalisation
of air traffic management in Europe through a series of
research and innovation projects. “We have a pragmatic
approach,” explains Laurent Renou. “Our role is to bring
agility to the SESAR programme. For example, we can launch
ideas and quickly develop prototypes in partnership with
airspace users within a 12-month period that fulfil SESAR
objectives. The Innovation Hub serves to harmonise what will
be delivered and provide a mechanism to full-scale SESAR
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initiatives.” EUROCONTROL Innovation Hub intends to
provide a forum available to all 50 members of SESAR 3 that
aims to promote a methodical and systematic approach to the
activities.
Early results from the new way of working will be
demonstrated in Summer with the introduction of
two Artificial Intelligence (AI) prototype solutions
developed during the first innovation cycle launched in
collaboration with airspace users in 2021. Swiss, Transavia
and Vueling Airlines are fielding algorithms developed
by EUROCONTROL to manage flight planning in an
operational environment. The first predicts departure
delay in advance, enabling the airline to better schedule
operations on the ground to minimise delay or divert
resources to more critical departures. “Even an hour’s
advance warning helps to optimise ground operations,”
explains Laurent Renou. The second helps airspace users
to manage curfews at airports such as Zurich or Paris-Orly.
By flagging up possible curfew difficulties early in the day,
airlines have the opportunity to mitigate against delays on
the last leg and avoid diversion costs.
The Innovation Hub launched a second innovation cycle
in April 2021 with eight projects. Some of them already
achieved promising results that were presented during
our Promote Event on May 17th. While airspace users were
involved in the three initial projects, the second cycle expands
the network of operational stakeholders working with the
agency, adding air navigation service providers (ANSPs)
and airport authorities, for which three projects each were
selected. The projects last for 6, 12, or 18 months depending
upon the complexity and stakeholders involved, with a third
cycle launched in November 2021 that includes two projects
dedicated to military applications and a third one proposed
by AENA, the Spanish Airport Authority, which are due to
conclude in November 2022. The fourth cycle has just been
launched during our Promote event with four innovation
projects submitted by Istanbul Airport, LFV (Swedish ANSP)
and Vueling Airlines.

"EUROCONTROL is developing
harmonisation work packages
to support upcoming SESAR
demonstrations to test U-space
services on a wide scale"

FUTURE VISION
EUROCONTROL is preparing for the fifth innovation cycle
which is set to engage with the fast-evolving uncrewed aerial
systems (UAS) sector. The cycle will get underway in late
2022, on completion of ongoing projects within SESAR2020.

EUROCONTROL currently leads CORUS-XUAM, a two-year
project encompassing very large-scale urban air mobility
(UAM) demonstrations and definition of a Concept of
Operations (ConOps) that is due completion at the end of 2022.
It builds on an earlier ConOps development by CORUS under
SESAR 2020 wave 1, which was also led by EUROCONTROL.
The latest programme includes six demonstration campaigns
in Belgium, France, Germany, UK, Italy, Spain and Sweden
during 2022 and addresses UAS and electric vertical takeoff and landing vehicles (eVTOL) operations in urban
environments.
In recognition of rapid growth in UAS and Unmanned Traffic
Management (UTM), EUROCONTROL is recruiting a UAS
Programme Manager who will be responsible for defining
and implementing the strategic orientation of the hub’s
UAS/UAM programme. The role includes development and
leadership of the agency’s programme to define and integrate
UAS activities in terms of domain strategy, support to State,
research, pre-deployment activities and to coordinate with
other agencies as appropriate. “Air traffic management is
traditionally human-centric, whereas U-space is by definition
automation-centric,” says Laurent Renou. “So, we need to
create a roadmap that enables us to transition from one
system to another and still remain safe and efficient.”
European regulations drawn up by the European Union
Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) specifying performance
requirements for drone operations come into force in
January 2023. Aimed at harmonising UAS operations across
the region, EUROCONTROL is supporting States including
amongst many others Estonia, Israel and Serbia to meet the
new regulations. “Member States come to EUROCONTROL
for technical assistance with regulatory compliance and
implementation," says Laurent Renou.
Research already underway includes the opening of the
Paris Region Drone Centre of Excellence, whose operations
centre will be hosted by the EUROCONTROL Innovation
Hub in cooperation with Systematic Paris-Region and Thales
in December 2022. The centre supports the validation and
industrialisation of drone-related activities by bringing
onboard the different stakeholders of the drone ecosystem. It
features a 40km long drone corridor located over rail and road
infrastructure south of Paris in order to test drone use cases
in real-life and to validate U-space services. “The Paris Drone
Hub is a sandbox to help us learn quickly by experience. We
have a huge opportunity to accelerate our work with the Paris
Olympic Games taking place in 2024 and better support our
member states to develop sandboxes of their own to validate
more complex operations", says Laurent Renou.

NEXT STEPS
EUROCONTROL is developing harmonisation work
packages to support upcoming SESAR demonstrations to
test U-space services enabling urban air mobility on a wide
scale. Harmonisation is important to EUROCONTROL’s
role as coordinator of the European Network of U-space
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Demonstrators, a European Commission programme which
is preparing to publish a repository of best practice and
guidance material relating to U-space implementation. “Our
role is to make sure every national/local initiative is visible
and to identify ways of harmonising the different initiatives.”
Laurent Renou hopes some will feature in the SESAR 3
U-space and UAM work programme due to be announced in
the 1st quarter of 2023 following the first call for Exploratory
and Industrial Research by the SESAR 3 Joint Undertaking
released in April 2022. “The broader membership of SESAR 3 –
including airlines and new unmanned airspace users – is first
and foremost looking for concrete results that will improve
their operations,” he adds.

CLOUD SERVICES
Transformation of Brétigny’s services includes digitalisation
of resources, a process that accelerated during the pandemic.
Research work continues to comprise a mixture of remote and
in-person activity using physical facilities and cloud services.
Over the next 2-5 years, EUROCONTROL is modernising the
simulation platform to expand these capabilities and to keep
step with the integrated Network Manager (iNM) modernisation
programme that features a new digital architecture.
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The Innovation Hub expects to procure new simulation
equipment and is working with other European facilities
to develop cost-effective simulation and validation
services under a “community-based approach”. The first
components are due to be in place in time for the first SESAR
3 wave 1 validation activity in 2024 as part of the sevenyear programme. “There are two reasons to modernise our
simulation platform,” explains Laurent Renou. “Firstly, we
become more efficient by conducting validation activity
remotely via the cloud; and secondly, we need to validate the
concepts coming out of SESAR 3 and be able to do this in step
with iNM. Our role is to harmonise these developments at the
same time as validating this work.”
Digitalisation extends beyond physical infrastructure to
include new skill sets and capabilities in automation and
artificial intelligence. A recruitment drive launched in
2021 targets expertise in these domains, ready to work with
disruptive technologies including uncrewed aerial systems
(UAS) and urban air mobility in a sustainable way. By
combining these skills with the hub’s recently established agile
development cycle, Laurent Renou says EUROCONTROL’s
Innovation Hub is well-placed for the challenges that lie
ahead.  

EUROCONTROL Innovation Hub
cockpit simulator
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COFLIGHT CLOUD
SERVICES:

REMOTE FLIGHT DATA PROCESSING
SERVICES FOR ADVANCED AIR
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
Coflight Cloud Services (CCS)
is a SWIM 4D trajectory
service powered by Coflight
new generation Flight Data
Processing (FDP), already
in use by DSNA at Reims and
Paris ACCs since April 5th.
Today CCS became the first to publish its services in the SWIM
registry with the conjunction of EUROCONTROL. This success
milestone puts CCS firmly on track to achieving the goals of the
Single European Sky (SES 2+) and Airspace Architecture study
(AAS), the European initiative underlying this transformative
service. While actively participating in the aviation sector’s
CO2 emission reduction targets driven by the Green Deal and
the Paris Agreements.

WHAT MAKES CCS DIFFERENT?
 Made by ANSPs for ANSPs: open, modular and
interoperable architecture compatible with the AAS
and SWIM standards
 Cost-sharing model: a unique and shared system to
deliver FDP services, based on a collaborative process
(member of a Coflight community) to ensure continuous
improvement
 High Performance: based on Coflight, the most advance
FDP in operation today

EXPECTED BENEFITS
CCS is expected to improve ATM security, resiliency and
efficiency by empowering ANSPs with greater flexibility
and helping to optimise use of airspace. It is one of the first
systems in the critical ATM domain that can be deployed in
a Cloud infrastructure, thus benefiting from gains in terms
of administration, innovation and resource optimisation.
Currently, CCS centralises in these own Data Centres and
is able to provide services remotely to other European ACC.
Thus, the system guarantees service continuity by doubling
the location of the Virtual Center, ensuring an optimal
solution for security and protection against cyber-attacks.
Thanks to the efforts and energy of the DSNA and ENAV
teams, CCS is able to provide its customer skyguide with a
set of ATM data processing services (flight plan, weather,
etc.) based on the latest Cloud Computing technologies. This
allows controllers to benefit from continuous innovation,
with increased speed and reduced costs compared to
traditional ATM infrastructures, without compromising the
safety and security of the system. The scalability offered by
Cloud Computing allows the services offered by CCS to be
operated by new customers without having to suffer from
heavy installations or deployments at their premises.
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CCS is also expected to decrease environmental impact by
improving trajectory prediction with the use of data shared by
the various ANSPs, allowing more flexible trajectory planning
and allowing free route thus limiting flight time and reducing
CO2 emissions. Coflight continuously computes a volume of
trajectory prediction, and consequently offers opportunities
for 4D trajectory optimisation.

STATE OF PLAY AND NEXT STEPS
Since 1 July 2020, the Step 1 service offering, the Technical
Integration, has been in operation for CCS’ first customer and
partner, skyguide. Implementation of the agile Safe method
as well as successful international cooperation has enabled
this first positive achievement in a relatively short time at the
European level.
Step 2, which is currently underway, will enable two additional
services offering to go into operation in July 2022:
 Extended “Technical Integration Service”
new SWIM operations that will derive
the SESAR programme.

with
from
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Step 2 will also provide an opportunity to carry out an
operational impact assessment, which will enable skyguide
to increase the operational concept. Indeed, using CCS as an
ADSP will have an operational impact on skyguide ATCOs.
This assessment will support them to organise adequate
training and/or implement technical mitigation.
Finally, this is an important period for DSNA, ENAV and
skyguide to align continuously themselves around respective
roadmaps, with the European landscape (SESAR, SWIM
governance) and with the authority (states and NSA).
The CCS teams are already well on the way to ensure
the deployment and the success of Step 2. The excellent
collaboration between the DSNA, skyguide and ENAV should
once again prove its worth in achieving this milestone.
The collaboration between the CCS' teams also allows them
to innovate continuously through the SESAR Programme
projects (especially PJ32), in order to keep CCS at the state of
the art and with the latest concept of operation.
With a strong focus on the future, the teams are preparing to
launch the complementary service offerings: Operational,
Contingency and Training Services, in the coming years. 

 Initial “Validation Service”: to provide skyguide with an
initial dataset representative of the airspace and then
to bring the initial service into operation. The initial
validation service can then be used to update skyguide
dataset.

coflight-cloud-services.com
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EUROCONTROL’S AVIATION
LEARNING CENTRE IS BUILDING

A MULTI-CHANNEL
TRAINING STRATEGY

EUROCONTROL Aviation
Learning Centre (ALC)’s main
focus is Europe and European
aviation. However, ALC
provides training services
for clients as far away as
the Americas, Asia Pacific,
Africa and the Middle East.
In addition to supporting air
navigation service providers
(ANSPs), it runs courses for
regulators (both civil and
military), airport operators and
airlines. Its broad subject base
and geographical reach reflects
significant change over the
past five years that accelerated
dramatically during COVID-19,
reports Hendrik Dermont,
Acting Head of the ALC.

Within a space of just three weeks in March 2020, the centre
transitioned from face-to-face teaching to entirely online
course delivery, fast-tracking instructors and delegates to a
new way of working. The shift demanded instructors rapidly
assimilate new presentation skills, and course material
adjusted to fit shorter, more flexible webinar delivery. At the
same time, management turned to social media to reach
out to customers to update the industry using LinkedIn and
Facebook, acquiring new clients along the way.
Hendrik (Rik) Dermont, Acting Head of the ALC, says a lot
happened in a short space of time. “We had to re-invent
ourselves and we did all this while working from home. We
were very quick off the mark.” The previous business model,
designed to bring people together from many different
locations, was turned on its head when travel ground to a
halt. “We learned as we went along, for example by organising
webinars to train the trainers, most of whom are between 55
and 60 years old and unfamiliar with this environment.”
Australian Civil Aviation Safety Authority was among the
recent clients to take advantage of online teaching and
has since increased the number of safety-related training
contracts it places with the Aviation Learning Centre. ALC
also reports a doubling of e-learning activity during the
pandemic as attendees found more time to access these
services. Prior to COVID-19, the centre delivered more than
two thirds of teaching face-to-face in Luxembourg, and one
third at customer premises. By the start of 2022, face-to-face
teaching had recovered to about one third, while two thirds
still remained online. Rik Dermont anticipates a 50/50 split
by mid-year and expects face-to-face classes to exceed online
teaching in the second half of the year; however, he predicts
clients will continue to rely on both delivery methods in the
future.

DIGITAL ECOSYSTEM
The ALC is now putting in place a multi-channel strategy
to cater for a wider range of clients and increased product
range. It includes a mix of classroom teaching, online
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“We are re-visiting our portfolio
over the next two years to optimise
the training modules and adapt
them to multi-channel delivery”

training, webinars on specific topics and e-learning. The
aim is to replicate face-to-face instruction as far as possible
while continuing to offer in-person training where necessary,
for example for practical simulation exercises. Part of the
2022-2026 business plan, multi-channel learning will help
to deliver sustainable services while also reducing costs and
aims to grow the revenue without interfering with customer
business models. “We are still refining the model,” says Rik
Dermont. “We are re-visiting our portfolio over the next two
years to optimise the training modules and adapt them to
multi-channel delivery.”
A significant factor behind the success of the transition
strategy is ALC’s digitisation programme which began
several years earlier. The centre had already started to
digitise administrative activities including connections
with customers, compilation of course feedback and course
documentation. Hosting this digital platform in the cloud
guarantees access to these services, a resource that ALC
renamed as Learning Zone in January 2022. The automated
platform supports the back office and provides teaching and
e-learning resources in one secure “ecosystem”. Among new
developments, Rik Dermont expects to add “webinars ondemand” in the future for delegates who missed a session or
who want to revisit a topic.
The new direction reflects a shift in priorities that culminated
with a change of name at the start of 2022 (see separate
panel story). Renaming EUROCONTROL’s Institute of Air
Navigation Services (IANS) to the Aviation Learning Centre

(ALC) encapsulates the centre’s ambition to widen its horizons
outside Europe and beyond air traffic services. The Learning
Zone is part of this remodelling.

BIG AMBITIONS
Europe’s increasingly competitive ATC training environment
contributed to the decision by EUROCONTROL to move
away from Basic ATCO training in 2012 and focus more on
continuation training and new industry requirements. This
coincided with separation by the European Commission
of service provision from regulatory oversight, which led
to the formation of National Supervisory Authorities by
individual States. ALC was unique in offering training to
these new entities, launching a completely new training
programme for National Supervisory Authorities – the socalled NSA Training Initiative, and cementing the move away
from providing services in direct competition with national
training centres. ALC has continued to expand its portfolio,
adding safety management, airport operations and drone
pilot certification among other content in response to market
change. “We train in areas that are difficult to find elsewhere
and with the support of EUROCONTROL expertise from other
parts of the Agency, we can develop and maintain a unique
offer. Whenever revenue is created, this is redistributed across
EUROCONTROL Member States which enables us to reduce
our overall cost base and therefore to increase our efficiency,”
explains Rik Dermont.
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Course instructors are responsible for specific subject areas
and each trainer is encouraged to identify new subject areas
in the training portfolio. “As part of EUROCONTROL, we are
constantly in contact with our Network Manager colleagues
in Brussels, but also the Innovation Hub in Brétigny. This
helps us to recognise market opportunities and to be among
the first to deliver relevant training.”
Commercial revenue grew further in 2016 when ALC began
offering courses for non-Member States. “Providing this
service supports harmonisation between Europe and the
rest of the world,” adds Rik Dermont, where clients in Africa,
the Middle East and Asia Pacific are keen to take advantage
of European accredited courses and services. The centre is
an ICAO TRAINAIRPLUS Corporate Partner and ISO 9001
certified – a qualification held by the rest of EUROCONTROL
Network Manager Directorate.
Overseas activities include English language proficiency
testing for air traffic controllers and flight crew. In the
Middle East, ALC is the leading approved provider of English
Language Proficiency testing for aviation. “Now our aim is to
make this ELPAC service a standard for Europe. This would
contribute to increased aviation safety and bring enormous
efficiency gains for the aviation industry in Europe,” says Rik
Dermont. The centre also provides the First European Air
Traffic Controller Selection Tool (FEAST) service, a battery
of online tests that help ANSPs to identify the most suitable
candidates for the job of an air traffic controller. Both services,
ELPAC and FEAST, have a very wide customer base, yield high
customer satisfaction and are offered on a User Pays Principle
basis at a global scale.
New initiatives in 2022 include a series of webinars on
implementation of the Network Manager Strategy, starting
in April. The aim is to support the activities of the Network
Manager, explain what its objectives are and how these impact
on network performance, safety, sustainability and resilience.
It adds a new function to the training portfolio and represents
a logical step following ALC’s integration into the NM
Directorate in 2019. As NM evolves to deliver on its mandate,
renewed by the Commission for the years 2020-2029,
ensuring its roles and responsibilities are fully understood
and supported is an important element of EUROCONTROL’s
activity going forward.

ALC has succeeded in re-inventing itself in a very short space
of time. It is firmly embedded in EUROCONTROL’s wider
structure, and its activities in support of European aviation
continue to grow. Optimistic for the future, Rik Dermont says:
“We’ve done really well to reposition ourselves over the past
five years,” he says. “But we need to start looking at what lies
ahead and be ready for the next crisis.” 

AVIATION LEARNING CENTRE –
WHAT’S IN A NAME?
EUROCONTROL renamed its Institute of Air Navigation
Services (IANS) to the Aviation Learning Centre (ALC)
in January 2022. The change underlines the centre’s
ambition to play a central role in supporting European
aviation as well as providing services to the aviation
industry across the world. The new title contains several
messages:
 as an integral part of EUROCONTROL, the Learning
Centre continues to support to the Agency's
common vision for European aviation,
 the focus on Aviation, rather than just air
navigation services, reflects a broader focus than
previously, with an expanded scope of activities
that include training for airports, partnership
with other bodies like the DAC, Luxembourg’s civil
aviation directorate, to certify drone pilots, and a
language proficiency test for pilots,
 replacing ‘training’ with ‘learning’, the new
identity reflects the centre’s ambition to deliver
value beyond the pure provision of training
courses and to give attendees a best-in-class
learning experience, whether through face-to-face
courses or via online events.
Overall, the ALC aims to provide key aviation learning
insights that will help all network actors meet the
challenges of the future.
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Traffic Evolution

between worldwide regions (number of flights)
Jan-Apr 2022 vs Jan-Apr 2019
REGION

JAN-APR 2022

Intra-Europe*
Europe<->Asia/Pacific

JAN-APR 2019

Change

1,939,066

2,531,505

-23%

57,524

92,910

-38%

Europe<->Mid-Atlantic

22,554

22,558

0%

Europe<->Middle-East

116,980

158,490

-26%

Europe<->North Atlantic

96,238

118,167

-19%

Europe<->North-Africa

71,935

115,232

-38%

Europe<->Other Europe

31,655

98,980

-68%

Europe<->South-Atlantic

15,537

21,320

-27%

Europe<->Southern Africa

31,900

38,011

-16%

444,323

665,668

-33%

Non Intra-Europe
* Europe = ECAC 44 Member States

Top 20 Traffic Flows
COUNTRY PAIRS

RANK

AVERAGE DAILY FLIGHTS
(JAN - APRIL 2022)

CHANGE VS. 2019 (%)

DOMESTIC FLOWS WERE THE MAIN DRIVERS OF EUROPEAN TRAFFIC DURING THE PERIOD JAN - APRIL 2022
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Spain
France
Norway
Italy
UK
Turkey
Germany
UK
Germany
Spain
Greece
Germany
UK
Spain
Sweden
Germany
France
Germany
UK
UK

Spain
France
Norway
Italy
UK
Turkey
Germany
Spain
Spain
France
Greece
Italy
France
Italy
Sweden
France
Italy
UK
Ireland
Italy

990
875
693
681
666
647
524
461
372
252
242
238
226
224
223
219
215
213
204
193

-12%
-17%
-8%
-8%
-32%
-30%
-44%
-20%
-18%
-9%
-6%
-33%
-37%
-15%
-39%
-32%
-19%
-48%
-36%
-35%
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Market Segments
Jan-Apr 2022 vs. Jan-Apr 2019

TOTAL FLIGHTS

Jan-Apr 2022

2,449,463

Jan-Apr 2019

3,277,420

Mainline

-25.3%

Low-cost

Jan-Apr 2022

779,425

Jan-Apr 2019

1,206,140

-35.4%

Jan-Apr 2022

744,373

Jan-Apr 2019

1,016,088

Regional

-26.7%

Business aviation

Jan-Apr 2022

329,753

Jan-Apr 2019

506,313

-34.9%

Jan-Apr 2022

220,247

Jan-Apr 2019

194,042

All-cargo

+13.5%

Other types

Jan-Apr 2022

131,008

Jan-Apr 2019

118,221

+10.8%

Jan-Apr 2022

120,305

Jan-Apr 2019

119,832

+0.4%

Military

Charter
Jan-Apr 2022

72,548

Jan-Apr 2019

69,173

+4.9%

Jan-Apr 2022

51,804

Jan-Apr 2019

47,611

+8.8%

Share of Total Flights
for the period January to April
Mainline

Other types

Low-cost
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Military

3%

5.3%
9%

13.5%

1.5%

3.6%

4.9%

Business Aviation
All-cargo

2.1%
3.7%

2.1%

5.9%

2022
30.4%

31.8%

15.4%

2019
31%

36.8%
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Daily Departures
at Top Airports
Jan-Apr 2019 vs. Jan-Apr 2022
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Top 20 Aircraft Operators
Average daily flights
Jan-Apr 2022 vs. Jan-Apr 2019
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Supporting
European
Aviation

JOIN THE
EUROCONTROL TEAM
It’s an exciting time to join
EUROCONTROL as we look to build
the aviation system of the future, and
digitally transform the operational
systems we use to manage Europe’s
air traffic.

JOB
VACANCIES

We are particularly keen for more
women to apply for our roles. We set
ourselves an ambitious diversity and
inclusion goal of “25by2025” – that’s
25% more women at EUROCONTOL
than today, in the next three years.

TRAINEESHIP
OPPORTUNITIES

FOR MORE INFORMATION, visit our careers page:
https://www.eurocontrol.int/careers

Digital data to unite the sky

The convergence of air traffic management (ATM) with unmanned traffic management
(UTM) has already begun, with a high focus on safety on the one side and the dynamic
digital world of UTM provision on the other. This also includes the potential for new
services. The key is to enable scalable commercial use of drones, safely and reliably and
allow ANSPs to also provide services outside of the controlled airspace.
So, what do we need to ensure the digital European sky is possible?

Find out inside this issue or meet us at booth #526 at World ATM Congress.

www.frequentis.com

